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The rising tide
ALaurier student struggles with AIDS
Tidal Waves
I come here often—
To these sun-lxithed rocks overlooking the sea.
I come just to think,
To hear the birds,
To watch the water.
So beautiful out hew—
Ihe sky is an endless blue
And the waves lightly kip the shore.
Icould spend hours out here
And not miss them.
So beautiful.
As I sit here I start to think.
I remember life when it was like this—
Warm and smooth sailingfor miles.
Not a care in the world.
But things change.
And since Igot the news,
Life has Ixen one storm after another.
I don 7 even know why I 'm out here.
Looking for solace Iguess.
1 don tknow.
Tlx' water level's rising.
Symbolic ofmy spirits perhaps?
Doubt it.
I don't know.
Life is like the tide.
Stress builds so high that eventually
You justfloat away.
My name is Jamie and I'm a second year stu-
dent at WLU. You probably don't know me
any better than I know most of you; but
that's okay. You see, I'm nobody special.
There's no reason why you should know me.
I'm just an ordinary guy who is trying to
make sense out of life. I've probably passed
you in the hall at one time or another or
even said "hello". But nothing I said or did
ever indicated the real me. Nothing ever told
you that I am HIV positive!
I live each day behind a mask; a mask of
false satisfaction and illusioned reality. I live
alone and afraid. Each night I remove the
mask and look in the mirror. Only I know
who I am. Only I have seen the breath-tak-
ing beauty and the hideous horrors of my
soul. And when I've looked until I can kx)k
no more, I tie on a smile once again.
Living with HIV is a constant battle. As I
walk through the corridors of our campus I
see you there, talking to your friends about
last night's party or a class project due next
week. I see you laughing and smiling and I
wish I could join you. I mean "me", without
the painted face, without the holographic
personality. But I can't. Without my mask I
am not one who skids across life like a
water-skier. Without my mask I swim.
Sometimes I wish I was a skier. I mean,
I'd live a lot easier and I'd still feel the water
rushing by. But then I realize that swimmers
have their own ideals. They are totally inde-
pendent for their own movements. They
have freedom and a sense of having made it
on their own. And they have a unity with
the water which is beyond explanation.
Why then do 1 hide? Because I am afraid.
lam afraid of being hurt. I'm afraid of being
loved then left alone because HIV/AIDS is
too complicated. In my mixed-up thoughts I
find it easier to be alone because I choose to
be rather than because I am not wanted.
And so I stand by and watch life unfold
before me. I watch your carefree attitude
and wish it was mine as well. But hiding is
not tiie answer. I know that. That is why
I'm sharing these thoughts with you now.
This becomes a healing process for me as
well as an educational tool.
I was first diagnosed HIV positive six and
a half years ago due to repeated use of blocxl
prcxlucts to treat my hemophilia. Through
much of that time I kept things quiet. My
family was afraid of discrimination and an
association with being homosexual. But two
years ago I had had enough. I started to step
forward and help the cause. My family is still
nervous about the whole idea but they are
slowly accepting it.
In Sault Ste. Marie, where I'm from, sup-
port groups are present but they are geared
more towards homosexuals than other high-
risk groups. Friends have been and continue
to be one of my primary sources of strength.
Tom Young, a person with AIDS, says, "Often
1 am ..cared and lonely, squeezing love like a
stingy old man with toothpaste." Support
from friends is the biggest, most important
thing. I know that I sometimes squeeze so
hard that I break the veiy thing I was trying
to protect. Coming to university was very
hard for that reason. I knew no one and no
one knew me. How was I to survive? But as
time went by, things improved. And
although I'm still struggling, hope is in sight.
Each day that 1 wake, i find solace in the
sun, in the rain, in the rainlx>ws after rain.
From your smile and kind words I find com-
fort and understanding. And if my life was to
end tomorrow, I'd say, "my life was full
because I saw love in your face and felt the
goodness in your heart." Each day brings
new hope and promise and another 24 hours
to live. Norman Cousins said, "Death is not
the enemy, living in constant fear of it is."
And so I tiy my best to live.
And when this isn't possible, when fear
and loneliness suppress my inner-being, I
look to the Lord. He is my primary strength.
Even when friends desert me, He will nqt.
"My precious, precious child, I love you and I
would never leave you. During your times
of trial and suffering, when you see only one
set of footprints, it was then that I carried
you" (Footprints). Jesus has been my source
of everything and in Him I find rest.
Sometimes He was all I had. And when 1 feel
afraid, confused, alone or lost, 1 kx>k to Him
and He gives me strength to carry on; "hut
those who wait on the Lord shall renew their
strength; they shall mount up with wings like
eagles, they shall run and not he weary, they
shall walk and not faint" (Isaiah 40:31).
I believe that everything happens for a
reason. We may never know that reason, hut
there is one. Maybe one reason why this has
happened is the understanding it has given
me. When you are young and you suddenly
realize you may never grow old, your per-
spective on things changes. Life becomes
more than a party. It becomes a vapour that
is here then it is gone. Friends and family
are more important and love becomes your
purpose; to love all things as they are. And
maybe, through my story, I can show you
how important love is. Now I'm talking
a!x>ut more than AIDS. This is not an AIDS
issue. Love is a life issue.
All ol us have gone through traumas and
grief. All of us know isolation and fear. All
of us can give love to overcome desperation
and death. It doesn't have to Ix? a big thing.
Love takes many fonns. From a smile to a
pat on the back to recognition of a job well
done.
I'd like to see you stretch out your hand
to someone today and share a little love.
Someday you might need it. And don't Ix?
afraid to take off the mask once in awhile. If
we all learn to accept each other, we can live
as we really are.
I invite you to be my friend.
Fitter Patter
Fitter Fatter on my window; sobbing, throb-
bing in my heart.
See the people quickly scatter as the rain and
thunderstait.
Fitter Palter, nothing matters. Fitter Patter all
around.
All the streets and stores are silent save the
Fitter Patter sound.
Fitter Patter. Fitter Fatter.
Fitter Patter, my life in shatters. I found a
friend amid the rain
And now the endless Fitter Patter is but a song
amid my pain.
Fitter Patter, what's the matter? No one likes
the rain?
All the streets and stores are singing, hear the
music's sweet refrain.
Fitter Fatter. Fitter Patter.
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If you only read one article this year, please make it
our covei" story. A student at Laurier, who wishes to
remain anonymous, reminds us that youth Is no
defense, 112. AIDS touches everyone, regardless of
sexuality, gender, race, or economic status. I want
to thank him for sharing his life, and for reminding
me to cry... NEWS...What by-election? Did it pass
you by? Well, check out the results to find your
new BOD members. Notice all those posters
around campus? Mark Heasley brings you the
details about the sexual assault near campus. Ingrid
Nielsen takes you into the Women's Centre to their
Open I louse. Lots of faculty were there, but not
too many students. 11mm OPINION...
Another excellent editorial by Scott "Sub" Stinson
on PRISM guilt. We all knew those biz |xx)ple had
the power. Great Vocal Cord this week for ;ill you
budding Mussolini-s. Inqueeries wants to help vou
greet a friend who is stepping out FEATURE
Buying a computer? This week's feature helps you
purchase and tame one of those horrible
beasts...SPORTS...We won. The football Hawks
came through again, but according to some up
here, die big boys better get ready for some tough
games ahead. Check out die women's basketball
team round up....ENTERTAINMENT...Gurus, you
guys kill me. Dynamic Duo, according to Dm, is
quite "interesting" this week ...So, he started by
skipping die terminals, now he seems to be laugh-
ing. Paul air you okay? Ya, I know. Me too. I hope
you didn't miss your Cord too much Last week.
We're glad to be back, really we are....
Find out how you can <\ "\\\
win instantly one of 5-*-^
9 VIA Rail trips across Canada,
or a $25 Gift Certificate on books by
Canadian authors.nwm n Ask for details at your nwLuii !
WLU Bookstore laapagl
THE MAIL POURS IN!
-There's been an overwhelming response to the NSK Gothic
Short Short Story Contest. Shown here is NSK coordinator
Anton Volcansek (on right) with my loyal manservant Humbert
Humbert (on left) looking on. It is Humbert Humbert's respon-
sibility to sift through the heap and bring to my attention the
tales he deems most HORRIFYING! Remember, the deadline is
Friday, October 21, at 2:30pm. Name, ID, and phone # please!
The prize remains a copy of Berke Breathed's side-splitting car-
toon anthology "Bloom County: The Night of the Mary Kay
Commandos", a collector's item in most Slovenian homes.
HUNTING FOR HAPPINESS
The happy face staggered,
Then fell to the ground.
I holstered my gun and crossed it off the list.
How could I kill a symbol of happiness?
Easy.
Live a hard life,
Then stare at the malevolent smiling face.
Like everybody else in the world,
I was hunting for happiness.
by Daniel Patterson
Ravings Of The Mad Poet
The Virus
We are the virus infecting the gift the Great Goddess has given.
Slowly we consume all that surrounds us until nothing is left.
The fire cannot continue to burn, once the forest is gone.
Ashes are all that will remain to tell us the story of what once was.
V.
We breed, and then die.
Philosophical amoeba try to tell us that there's more.
But they are lost in the catacombs of the air castles they have created.
If we are the epidemic, who shall find the cure?
War, greed, famine try to destroy us, but to no avail.
Bacteria are a resilient lot.
We fight back, clinging together for safety until nothing remains.
We breed, then die.
Oh Goddess, forgive our insolence...
Your gift has been shattered 'neath the uncaring mob.
A virus upon the Earth Mother's soul.
Waiting for the end to come.
Forever yours,
Tim Miller
NEU STUDENTEN KUNST
To the Labour Day Lamb
I love you
as I have never loved a sheep before
You lie naked before me
steaming hot and juicy inside
I love you
I will say it again
I love you, you piece of
mutton on my supper plate
I gaze upon you,
inhale your meaty scent
with a hint of barbecue sauce
and I must touch myself
to relieve the pressure in my loins
But I cannot touch
I cannot grope
I cannot relieve the pressure
you have built up inside of me
Instead, I pierce you
with my fork
and masticate slowly
and deliberately,
tonguing you
until I am compelled to swallow
by an involuntary impulse
I moan
I moan from the pit
of my unrequited heart
I moan for the three other pieces
of mutton on my plate
I moan for the lack of a fourth
I pass the broccoli to father
and relay the potatoes to brother
I moan as I pierce you again
"Good lamb, Mom," I say to mother
She smiles
while I imagine you in my bed
by Anton Volcansek
Dodo
I met a man in Nice.
We exchanged pleasantries.
I told him my name repeatedly
But he kept calling me Christine.
The day after, he showed me a
Picture of a mermaid sitting on a rock
Wearing a blindfold.
From that moment on,
I knew he was wacked.
by Izabel Waite
A Soldier's Song
I shot a man today
for the colour of his skin.
I did not know his name.
Easier than you think,
pulled the trigger, did not blink,
as I laid down and cried.
(Chorus:)
I look out my window,
see the same old sun
in front of me.
The darkest shade of red
as laid down and cried (to die).
I said a prayer today
for the safety of my kids.
Lord keep them safe.
Easier than you think,
said a prayer, did not even think
as I laid down and cried.
I got shot today
for the colour of my skin.
He did not know my name.
Easier than you think,
took the bullet, did not blink
as I laid down to die.
(Chorus: end)
by Giasone Italiano
KFC
by Chris Walsh
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NEWS
Student escapes
sexual assault
Security chiefrecommends extraprecautionsfor students
MARK HEASLEY
Cord News
To be found everywhere on the
Laurier campus are copies of a
WLU Security Bulletin detailing the
events of an attempted sexual
assault on a WLU student on Friday,
Octolx jr 7th.
The female student reported to
WLU Security that at about 1:30
a.m. a man pulled her to the back
of a house on University Ave. East
across from Tim Morton's Donut
Shop. The suspect then attempted
to sexually assault her, hut she
resisted using pepper spray, and
managed to escape.
"This kind of thing
hasn't happened around
campus in recent memo-
ry," said Peter Jorg,
Manager of WLU
Security Services. Jorg
himself took the initial
report, and then involved the
Waterloo Regional Police.
The investigation is still under-
way as the police search for the
suspect who was last seen ninning
She resisted usingpepper
spray; and escaped
through the backyards on the North
side of University Ave. East, in the
direction of the Canadian Tire Store
on Weber Street.
The suspect was described as:
male, Caucasian,
about 35 years old,
5'9" tall, 180 lbs.,
stocky build, short
brown hair with
bushy eyebrows,
clean shaven, wearing
a yellow sweatshirt
and blue jeans.
Jorg said that WLU students
should take extra precautions when
walking home at night to be on the
safe side. "Students, women partic-
ularly, should use Foot Patrol (886-
FOOT), walk in pairs, and not
approach any strangers," he sug-
gested.
Anyone with pertinent informa-
tion regarding this assault is
requested to contact WLU Security
at 884-1970 ext. 3333; or the
Waterloo Regional Police; #3
Division Detectives at 653-7700.
Cash-for-notes
Thanks to a new business, you may never
have to worry about missing class again
SOPHIA HUSSAIN
Canadian University Press
TORONTO — University of
Toronto students who miss
lheir lectures can now buy
notes from a student-run, note-
taking service.
Campus Notes, a private
service first started at the
University of Western Ontario,
will he in place at U of T, York
and Ryerson Polytechnical
University later this month.
But Don DeWees, Vice-
Dean of Arts and Sciences at U
of T, warns that buying lecture
notes could be detrimental to
students' learning experiences
at the university.
"The professor has no con-
trol on who's taking the notes,
or the quality of the notes,"
DeWees said.
This could set a dangerous
precedent of students just not
showing up for lectures, he
said.
"All professors could just
write out the notes and we'd
have no classes at
all. Most professors
and students would
agree that's not
what they had in
mind when they
entered university,"
DeWees said.
Errol Aspevig,
Dean of Arts at
Ryerson, said the
note service is
unacceptable.
"It's terrible. It
will cut down inter-
action between
professors and stu-
dents; that's not
why they come to
university," Aspevig
said.
But the co-own-
ers of the service,
Mark Rivkin and
Jenny Solursh, dis-
agree.
"This is a great service for
students because if a student
has a part-time job which
causes them to miss a lecture,
they can use this service to
obtain notes and also gain a
students' perspective on the
class," Rivkin said.
Last
year at
Western,
Cam p us
Notes was
greeted
with
opposition
from the
faculty.
1 V.IIIJ .
According to Gord Smiley,
the Assistant Vice-President of
Student Affairs, faculty mem-
bers were concerned localise
they were not imnressed with
the fact that students can avoid
attending lectures.
Jack Hyatt, chair of the
History department at Western,
was one professor opposed to
this service.
Attendance
obsolete?
"I think it's stupid localise
you can't take someone else's
notes and learn something.
Students are getting cheated
and they're wasting their
money," Hyatt said.
Rivkin and Solursh consult-
ed law professors before they
. imp Ie -
men t e d
their ser-
i vice. The
law pro-
le sso rs
said the
note-tak-
ing ser-
vice was
legal, which ended most of the
opposition from the facility at
Western.
According to Thomas
Pangle, a Political Science pro-
fessor at U of T, this service is
open to abuse.
"It sounds okay if students
miss one lecture and need the
notes but one should not turn
this into a money-making busi-
ness," Pangle said.
"Students get more out of
being in class and the potential
is there for students to miss
class when they can buy their
notes."
Students can work for
Campus Notes after they have
lx?en interviewed, where they
are required to present sam-
ples of their lecture notes. The
test students are then chosen.
According to the co-own-
ers, there is no limit on the
number of students they hire,
as it will be based on demand
from students.
At Western, more than 75
students were hired, represent-
ing more than 200 classes.
Students from first year and up
were paid on a per sale basis,
which was based on the
demand of that specific lec-
ture.
Notes from a single lecture
cost between $7 and $10, with
deals on full-year notes, Rivkin
said.
New WLUSU
directors
WLU Students' Union
Board ofDirectors
By-Election Results
Name Number of Votes
Monica Khurana 244
Martin Chartrand 240
Trevor Newell 208
Steve Groenveid 200
Dm Proudfoot 143
Trevor Strassburger 61
Craig Moffat! 46
Total Votes 1142
Total Ballots 705
Monica Khurana
Martin Chartrand
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Bag O' Crime
Medical Assistance
1945 Hrs Mon. 03 Oct. 94
A WLU student was transported to
hospital by ambulance alter injuring
his shoulder playing basketball.
Theft Under $1000
1330 Hrs Wed. 05 Oct. 94
A WLU student reported that her
wallet had been stolen from her
knapsack while she left it unattend-
ed in the library. The wallet was
later recovered outside the athletic
complex with all the contents
except $30.00 cash
Fail To Remain MVA
0620 Hrs Thurs. 06 Oct. 94
A WLU stall member reported that
her vehicle had been stmck while it
was parked in the parking lot caus-
ing approx. $200.00 damage.
Mischief
2255 Hrs Thurs. 06 Oct. 94
A WLU stall' member reported that
someone had bent the antenna on
his vehicle.
Mischief
0040 Hrs Fri. 07 Oct. 94
Person(s) unknown broke the glass
in the door to Little House A wing.
No suspects.
Sexual Assault
1330 Hrs Fri. 07 Oct. 94
A Female WLU student reported that
at approx. 0130 hrs a male pulled
her to the back of a house on
University Ave. East across from
Tim Morton's Donut Shop. He
attempted to sexually assault her.
The student resisted, using pepper
spray, and made good her escape.
The suspect was last seen running
through the backyards towards the
Canadian Tire Store on Weber St.
Suspect Desc.: Caucasian male,
approx. 35 yrs. old, 5'9", 180 lbs.,
stocky build, short brown hair,
bushy eyebrows, clean-shaven,
wearing a yellow sweat shirt and
blue jeans.
If anyone has infonnation regarding
this incident, please contact WLU
security and/or Waterloo Regional
Police 3 Division Detectives.
Theft Under $1000
1015 Hrs Fri. 07 Oct. 94
A report was received that
person(s) unknown stole 34 white
table cloths from the lobby area at
Seagram Stadium sometime
between 1800 hrs Sat. 01 Oct. and
0800 hrs Mon. 03 Oct.
Trespass
1955 Hrs Fri. 07 Oct. 94
The duty officer responded to a
report of a group of 8 - 10
teenagers running around on the
football field at Seagram Stadium.
On seeing the officer, the group
fled over the fence.
Trespass By Night
005 Hrs Sat. 08 Oct. 94
A male youth was observed looking
through windows on the main flexor
of Conrad Hall. The youth Heel
across University Ave and disap-
peared in the housing complex.
Trespass
0150 Hrs Sat. 08 Oct. 94
A non-University affiliated male and
female were evicted from the con-
staiction site.
Mischief
0730 Hrs Sun. 09 Oct. 94
Person* s) unknown broke one of
the gate arms to the pay lot.
Disturbance
0100 Hrs Fri. 14 Oct. 94
Officers responded to a call for
assistance by Wilt's staff who
reported that three males were
causing a disturbance in the hall-
way alter lxHng evicted for disrup-
tive l)ehaviour. The matter is lieing
forwarded to the DAC.
Prohibited Weapon
2350 Hrs Fri. 14 Oct. 94
A butterfly knife was seized from a
non-University affiliated male out-
side the Oktoberfest Hall at
Seagram Stadium.
Indecent Act
0130 Hrs Sat. 15 Oct. 94
A report was received of an uniden-
tified male who was standing out-
side Bouckaert Hall with his pants
clown. When officers arrived the
suspect was gone.
Theft Under $1000
0030 Hrs Sun. 16 Oct. 94
A report was received of person(s)
unknown having stolen a spare tire
cover from a vehicle parked at
Seagram Stadium
Possession of Stolen Property
0205 Hrs Sun. 16 Oct. 94
Three WLU students were found in
possession of a gate arm and two
patio umbrellas which they had
taken from the University of
Waterloo. They will be dealt with
by the DAC.
Harassing Telephone Calls
1015 Hrs Sun. 16 Oct. 94
A WLU student attended the
Security Office to report receiving
unwanted calls from an acquain-
tance. The matter is presently under
investigation.
During Oktoberfest several warnings
and Provincial Offence Notices were
issuedfor liquor violations.
Gender earnings gap
shrinks among grads
ANTHONY PANGALOS
Canadian University press
OTTAWA — The gap between the earnings of men and
women who have graduated from university or college
has closed in recent years, according to a Statistics
Canada survey released Oct. 5.
. The survey shows discrimination is not;"'wide-
spread" or "systemic,*' but may still exist among recent
university and college graduates, according to the sur-
vey.
Two years after graduating in 1990, female universi-
ty graduates earned slightly more (0.4 per cent) titan
male graduates in hourly wages. But from the same
class, women earned nine per cent less than men in
yearly earnings in 1992.
The difference between men's and women's yearly
earnings shrank to nine per cent in 1992 from 13 per
cent in 1984.
1 lit- survey .shows signs of less discrimination
towards women in terms of earnings, As well, more
females graduated from post-secondary institutions,
says Ted Wannell, an official at Statistics Canada.
"The survey definitely shows the trends are chang-
ing," Wannell says.
Andrea Ritchie, a representative of the National
Action Committee on the Status of Women, would not
comment on the survey, except to say that al! surveys
may be skewed.
"They make announcements and bend the figures
one way, and then fiend the figures the other way."
Ritchie says NAC is now preparing a survey of its
own on earnings by gender.
The report says that in 1992, women graduates
worked an average of three hours less per week than
male graduates. Also, more men graduated with mas-
Continued on page 6
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Is
this
legal?
JASON BILODEAU AND
STEVEN HUNWICKS
Cord News
Advicefrom
Legal Resources
This column follows the exploits of Teriy
Tenant, and Larry Landlord, and is intended
to answer common questions on legal
issues of relevance to students at WLU.
The advice given is in no way intended as
a substitute for professional legal advice.
Terry Tenant is living in an absolute hell-
hole 25 minutes from campus. The house
is falling apart, and the yard is a garbage
dump. His landlord, Larry, has demanded
a key deposit, post-dated rent cheques, and
is increasing his rent by 132% this year.
Terry needs our help desperately!
Before we can advise Terry, we have to
decide if he is a "tenant" under the
Landlord & Tenant Act (LTA).
The LTA covers all students living in res-
idential premises, unless the premises are
(1) shared with the landlord, or an agent of
the landlord such as a family member; (2)
accommodation provided by an education
institution.
These two exceptions exclude many
tenants from being covered under the LTA.
Students who are not covered by the act
have very different rights and obligations,
so it is important to determine how your
dwelling is classified before taking any
action.
However, these two conditions don't
exclude Terry because he lives with rats,
not his landlord, and the 25-minute walk
hardly classifies as "on-campus".
Next week, we'll see how we can help
Terry solve his problems using his rights
under the LTA. If you can't stand the sus-
pense and need help to solve your legal
problems, drop by the Legal Resource
Centre. We're in the corner ot the 24-hour
TV Lounge (Student Union Building).
HEY! If you think you're worse offthan
Teny Tenant, tells us alxjut it in 200 words
or less by entering our annual "Horrible
Housemate / Lousy Landlord" Contest.
We've got great prizes, and the winning
entry will be published in The Cord!
Applications are available in the Legal
Resource Centre, and the Centre Spot.
Take a trip
to the dump
It's not too late to get involved
in waste reduction week
ROB GLOVER
Cord News
Don't have much to do this week? How about taking a trip t0... the dump.
This is the Region of Waterloo's "Waste Reduction Week'. As part ot
their campaign to raise public awareness for the three R's, they're offering
tours of the region's landfill, waste recycling plant, and composting facili-
ties. To get on the tour, he at the landfill site at 12:15 either Thursday or
Friday or catch the tour bus at Beechwcxxl Plaza. The landfill site is located
at 925 F.rb Street West. Groups often
or more should call the Waste
Reduction Office at 883-5118.
In addition to tours, the region is
planning theme days . Thursday is
"Conservation Day". Friday is
"Exchange or Re-Use Day". Saturday
is "Community Clean-Up Day".
Rogers Cable 20 will be featuring a
presentation on the Region's cam-
paign. You can be the first on your
floor to win a composter. Just listen to
any local radio station for contest
details. For more information call
Sandra Baynes at 883-5105.
Back at the ranch, Samuel
Gillmore, the Laurier Student Union's
environmental co-ordinator, is organiz-
ing a clean up to mesh with the
Region's campaign. Anyone interested
can meet with him Saturday at 11 a.m.
in the concourse. Refreshments will
be served to all volunteers. Call him at
ext. 3335 or drop a note in his mail-
lX)X.
Environmental coordinator Sam Gillmore — icon
of style, grace, and swashbuckling daring-do. PICTURE:
MARK
HEASLEY
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ter's degrees or doctorates or
received degrees in high-income
fields, like law, commerce and
accounting.
Women received 56 per cent of
all undergraduate degrees, less than
half of all master's degrees and
more than one-third of all doctor-
ates in Canada.
"The different characteristics of
men and women, such as field of
study, accounted for nearly all of
die gender-earnings gap among
university graduates," according to
the press release.
Meanwhile, women with college
diplomas on average earned 10 per
cent less per year than men with
college diplomas in 1992, which is
six per cent closer to men's earn-
ings compared to 1984 data. But
female college graduates worked an
average of four hours less per week
than their male counterparts.
Also, the hourly wage gap
between male and female college
graduates is 3 5 per cent.
Statistics Gtnada based its study
on the graduating classes of univer-
sities and colleges in 1982, 1986,
and 1990. Each class was
interviewed two years and five
years after graduating, except for
the 1990 class, which has only teen
interviewed once. In other words,
the class of 1982 was interviewed in
1984and 1987.
There were about 20,000 univer-
sity respondents used in the 1992
sample out of the about 126,000
people who graduated in 1990.
Alxxit 15,000 college grads, rep-
resenting the total class of 91,000,
were also used.
Will Senate save library?
Pigeon-holed library budget justwon'tfly
ROXANNE COPPENS
Cord News
Some Ontario universities have poli-
cies which protect their libraries
from cutbacks. Laurier, however,
isn't one of these universities.
Liurier's library is having problems
because of increasing cutbacks in
funding.
The Library Acquisition Budget
was cut in both 1992 and 1993.
This year there were no cuts to the
Acquisition Budget tecau.se the
academic departments agreed to
assist the library by taking a
3.6% cut, while the other areas
on campus were cut by only
3%.
Without these sacrifices the
library would have seen yet
another reduced budget added to
their already problematic situation.
The Senate Library Committee is
attempting to solve the problems
facing the library.
"A policy has the ability to
increase a university library budget
1 to 12%, depending on the rate of
inflation." said Virginia Gillham,
Laurier's University 1 lead Librarian.
Laurier's Senate Library
Committee is aware of the fact that
Laurier has no policy, either formal
or informal, to protect the budget
from losses due to inflation.
Recently, a motion was agreed
upon by the Senate Library
Committee which stated that the
Senate Finance Committee was to
attempt to draft a policy to protect
the purchasing power of the
Library's Acquisition Budget.
Actually, this issue came before
the Senate Library Committee last
year and not until recently was it
brought to their attention again.
Now, the Senate Finance
Committee is attempting to deter-
mine what the policy would
include, and if Laurier needs a poli-
cy of this kind. The Senate Finance
Committee is presently drafting the
Cutbacks threaten
academic integrity
policy for examination only, and it
will not be ready for immediate use.
The increase in cutbacks is caus-
ing the library several problems,
particularly in the purchasing of
journals.
In 1992, the library had to cancel
$80 000 worth of journal subscrip-
tions and reduce the amount of
purchases in other areas. In 1994,
the library started the year $27 000
in debt and was forced to examine
the budget to determine how the
different areas in the library would
be affected by the budget cuts.
Once again, the journals took a
drastic cut totaling $125 000.
Gillham, the University Head
Librarian said, "The problem with
journals is that they have to be
renewed every year and the cost of
journals has been going up three
times the rate of inflation or 15%
per year." Gillham also suggests,
"The library must continue to cancel
journals as long as the price of jour-
nals increases and the budget cuts
have to be made."
To decide which journals will Ixj
cancelled the library consults the
faculty for suggestions. Ifthe faculty
does not intervene, a recommended
list of all the journal cancella-
tions is supplied to all the
departments, by the library. If
faculty don't agree with a can-
cellation they are free to make
complaints and protest which
journals they don't want can-
celled and why.
Another important question that
the Senate Library Committee is
investigating is whether or not the
library budget is distributed fairly
between the different faculties.
Each faculty is given a certain
percentage of the budget and they
can decide how much of that they
wish to spend on books, journals
and periodicals. Dr. Morton, a
member of the Senate Library
Committee, explains that, "The
library distributes the budget on the
basis of such things as the size of
the faculty, the number of students
in the program and the nature of
the discipline."
Gillham added that the average
cost of lxx)ks and journals are also
taken into account. Many of these
factors have changed over the years
so the Senate Libraiy Committee has
created a special committee which
is designed to determine if these
distributions are still valid. This
committee has lx;en asked to report
back to the Libraiy Committee by
this December with their results.
The library's budget problems
seem to be endless. If the library
doesn't take its share of the cut-
backs then other areas in the school
will be forced to take larger cut-
backs. On the other hand, the
impact these current cutbacks are
having on the library appears to be
drastic and hannful to the quality of
Laurier's library.
The situation is now at the point
where WLU students from all disci-
plines often visit libraries at the
University of Waterloo to find addi-
tional, and sometimes necessary,
infonnation.
Genderearnings gap shrinks
Continued from page 4
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EToeach and every one of you who designated one of our charities for a five dollar donation whenyou signed up for the Bell Real Plus ™ long distance savings plan at your campus Bell Pbonecentre ™ store,thank you. Your donations really made a difference.￿ "The money raised through this program will support WWF's work to save wildlife and wild
\ A /LJIXC DIDDI
places here in Canada and around the world."
WHI 1 L I\JDDUN Andrea Macinnis, World Wildlife Fund Canada
CAMPAIGN "Your donations will support a variety of education and awareness initiatives aimed at ending
men's violence against women."
Richard Barry, White Ribbon Campaign
"The CanadianFoundation for AIDS Research is a national charitable foundation which funds
research into all aspects of HIV infection and AIDS ... CANFAR was delighted to have been a
recipient of funds."
Tom McFadden, CanadianFoundation for AIDS Research
"The Canadian Cancer Society depends on the support of individuals and groups to allow us
CanadianFoundation t0 cont^nue our eft°rts in research, education, advocacy and patient services."
for AIDS Research Joan Barltrop, Canadian Cancer Society
CANADIAN CANCER SOCIETY Bell BIBBiBWiI
Women's Centre
opens their
doors
INGRID NIELSEN
Cord News
The Women's Centre opened its doors to the
public on Monday, October 17 for its annual
riis\i
Open I louse.
With roughly 40
people passing
through the doors,
Andie Noack, one of
the Centre's co-cordi-
nators, said, "it went
well."
"There was an
increased faculty turn
out, with a lot of new
faces which is great.
The only problem is
that there weren't as
many new students. A big part of that is loca-
tion," says Noack.
With roughly 40
peoplepassing
through the doors,
one co-cordinator
said, "it went well"
The Centre is trying to increase
awareness on campus about what it has
to offer.
However, the Centre is a little off the
„ beaten
path in its
new loca-
tion ,
which is
the Mac-
Don a I d
11 oli s e
!§ over-
pass.
§&
TU
. . .
The women
working in the
Centre hope to
increase the
number of students who seek out the
Women's Centre in an informal setting,
instead of
only at planned events.
This means everything from checking out
the reference library which offers resources to
all students, as well as just hanging out hav-
ing a coffee.
The volunteers who donate their time to
the Centre are not counsellors, but instead
provide referral services for women in crisis.
"We are here to provide a safe place for
women, as well as a feminist perspective on
campus," says Noack.
The Open House also provided a forum
for people to ask questions regarding the
Women's Centre's structure and its origins.
The Centre was established in 1990 as a
response to the panty raids on campus,
which were still considered a Frosh Week-
sanctioned activity.
When the whole panty raid scandal
exploded in the press and at the university, it
was found that Laurier needed a forum where
women's issues could be discussed and dealt
with.
The Women's Centre was born.
The Centre is run on an inter-collective
structure, says Noack.
This means that they do not operate with-
in the traditional hierarchical structure, but
instead decisions are made by a consensus,
with no one being "the boss".
However, they still must have someone
with signing authority and other legal obliga-
tions to deal with the university.
PICTURE:
MARION
HENSEL
Co-ordinator Andie Noack peruses the Women's Centre library.
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Get on the Information Super-Highway with HookUp Communications.
A wonderful world of information, communication & enjoyment awaits.
New to Internet? With Mac or Windows just "point and click" to access
user forumS* bulletin boards, or get the latest in news, weather and sports. Business
users can save thousands of dollars using "E-Mail" for domestic and international
communications! Call 1-800-363-0400 for our free brochure explaining the
benefits of the Internet and HookUp Communications.
Experienced Users. You already know the vast array of tools available
through Internet and you can access them through PPP and SLIP; tools such as FTP,
IRC, GOPHER. ARCHIE, TELNET, WAIS, MUD, NEWS and WWW.
A variety ofpackages to fit your needs, As little as 500 per hour. Call us. No
Toll Charges from the Greater Toronto area, Waterloo, Markham, Hamilton, Stoney
Creek and Ottawa.
SPECIAL OFFER! Mention this ad and receive free set-up ( Limit
$35.00 ) until November 30th, 1994.
MJ I* M 1075 North Service Road, Suite #207, Oakville,fg (JO It UIZJ ontario L6M 202 F ax:(9os) 847-8420 E-Mail
COMMUNICATIONSUm address: info@hookup. net
I j
News
Writing
Seminar
Thursday October 27th
7:oopm Room 5-205 CTB
Presented by Joe Sinesac
Editor K-WRecord
For all current and aspiring I
news writers I
Laurier catches
cycling BUG
JIM BOYCE
Cord News
A bug is catching on campus, but
this one is gocxl for your health.
The WLU Bicycle Users' Group -
or BUG for short - was formed last
spring. According to its statement,
it hopes to "promote the safe use
of bicycles as transportation to
and around our campus."
The BUG cites a vari-
ety of reasons for using
bicycles rather
than cars, slating that bicy-
cles promote physical fit-
ness. reduce cost and envi-
ronmental strain, and help
free up space on campus by
reducing the need for park-
ing. The BUG writes thai "we
view bicycling not just as an
individual whim or recreational
activity, but as something that
contributes on many levels to
the health of the university com-
munity."
The BUG has consulted other
universities about their efforts to
increase bicycle use on campus
Additionally, the group has creat-
ed a list of goals lor WI.U. These
include:
• Bicycle-friendly racks which
do not warp bike tires at all major
entrances and buildings on cam-
pus.
• The elimination of free parking
for faculty and stall' at WI.U, with
the money from a parking fee
going into a fund for environ-
mentally-friendly projects.
• An effort to work with local
government to improve bicycling
conditions throughout the city.
BUG members include stu-
dents, staff, and fac-
ulty. The group meets informally
for lunch once or twice a month.
The next meeting is Tuesday,
November Ist at noon in lxxnn 2-
112. The BUG can also he
reached by electronic mail at
lxig@machl.
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's Up
Around Campus
A Calendar ofEvents
Wednesday October 19 • "Ounce of Prevention" sexual
• Waterbuffaloes' Secret Tour. abuse prevention workshop. 9
• Women's Basketball vs. a.m. to 5 p.m. Call 744-6549 for
McMaster. Home game. more info.
• Silent Auction bidding in Sunday October 23
Concourse 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. • Women's Soccer vs. Western.
• ' Concert featuring Faculty of Music Home Game.
students. Recital Hall. 8 p.m. Free Monday October 24
admission for Laurier students. • Monday Nite Football in WilPs.
• Sidewalk Sale in Concourse. 9:30 • Sharon Thompson's oil paintings
am. to3p.m. on display in the Robert Langen
Thursday October 20 Gallery until Novemlier 12.
• . "20th Century Music Festival - • Careers in Consulting Workshop
Beyond jazz" Recital Hall, 8 p.m. 2:30 to 4:00 p.m. CTB 4-110,
• Silent Auction bidding continues Tuesday October 25
in Concourse 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. • Music at Noon. Lennart Rabbes
• Career Focus Workshop 10 a.m. on piano. Free admission. Recital
to 11 a.m. PJOOS- Hall.
• Sidewalk Sale in Concourse. 9:30 • Resume/ ACCIS Form Writing
a.m. to 3 p.m. Workshop 10 a.m. to 11 a.m.
Friday October 21 PlOO5.
• Dress Casual Day for the United Wednesday October 26
Way. Donations accepted 11 a.m. ￿ Theatre Laurier's production of
to 2 p.m. in Concourse. Hot L Baltimore opens in the TA.
• United Way Agency Fair 11 a.m. 8 p.m. $8 for students. Foe tickets
to 1 p.m. in Concourse. and more info call 884-0710 ext.
• Cord Staff meeting, 2:30 p.m. Free 2882.
admission. • Men's H<X'key vs. Western. Home
Saturday October 22 Game.
• Men's Football vs. Windsor. • Wacky Wednesday in Concourse.
Seagram Stadium. ￿ Concert by WI.U student com-
• Big Brothers Day at Seagram posers. Recital Hall, 8 p.m. Free
Stadium. All Big and Little admission.
Brothers receive free admission to • Interview Skills Workshop 10:30
the game. a.m. to 11:30 a.m. CTB 5-304.
• Comedy Night in WiiPs. Thursday October 27
• Bingo for the United Way. • The Cord News Writing Seminar
Uptown Bingo, King St. 9 p.m. to 7:00 p.m. CTB 5-205. All current
Midnight. and aspiring writers welcome.
Makes you think,
doesn't itP
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This Saturday: Retro-80's Night
tickets S2 in advance, S3 at the door
on sale Tues. - Thurs. by the Centre Spot
all proceeds to the Sunshine Foundation
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Government unveils
education reform proposals
And believe uskids, it ain'tpretty
DEREK DECLOET
Canadian University press
OTTAWA — Lloyd Axworthy con-
firmed Oct. 5 what many had been
expecting: the federal government
may stop giving cash to the
provinces for post-secondary edu-
cation.
The result for university and col-
lege students could be higher
tuition and larger student debts after
graduation.
Axworthy, the federal minister
of human resources development,
unveiled the Liberal government's
"discussion paper" on social policy
reform al a press conference on
Parliament 1 lill.
It's the first step in a prcxress that
will change the face of unemploy-
ment insurance, welfare and higher
education in Canada.
This year, Ottawa will transfer
$2.6 billion to the provinces to
spend on universities and colleges.
Axworthy proposes instead to start
giving money directly to students,
mostly in the form of student loans.
The discussion paper was
released as part of a policy-making
process which now moves to pub-
lic consultations to be carried on
into early 1995.
Axworthy's discussion paper
admits that "replac-
ing federal cash
transfers would put
upward pressure on
tuition fees," since
universities would
have to make up that
$2.6 billion from
elsewhere.
But Axworthy
insisted a new loan
system would help
ir.i • •
make up for those rising costs.
"The key issue today is accessi-
bility — to make sure they [stu-
dents] have the proper means to
finance that [rising tuition fees]," he
said. "Under the present system . . .
the fact of the matter is tuition fees
have doubled."
To pay back the hefty loans that
would be needed for higher tuition
fees, the discussion paper favours a
system of income-contingent loan
repayment.
In other words, the more you
make at your job after graduation,
Thefederalgovernment
may stop giving cash to the
provinces/orpost-
secondary education.
the larger your loan payments
would be. It suggests payment
could be taken directly out of a
graduate's paycheque.
Student groups were quick to
denounce the entire scheme.
"The federal government is
abandoning its responsibility to
higher education," said Keith
McArthur, the academic affairs com-
missioner for Queen's University's
student council, in an Oct. 5 press
release.
"This would mean that students
in Canada would have to pay a
higher proportion of
university costs than
almost anywhere
else in the world."
When it was
suggested student
debts might increase
to an average of
$50,000 or higher for
an undergraduate
degree, Axworthy
said, "I don't think
that's a figure that would be appro-
priate."
Richard Stanton, president of
Carleton University Students'
Association, said the income-contin-
gent repayment proposal makes
it "easier to say, 'Let's load up
(debt) on students.' That's really
wiiat worries us."
Axworthy pointed out that uni-
versity and college graduates have
much better chances in the job mar-
ket and usually have higher
incomes than people without post-
secondary degrees.
"There's a direct link between
education and income, and people
have to take an investment in them-
selves of their own time and effort."
Axworthy spent much of the
press conference denying a Toronto
Star report that the government had
already made a decision to cut $7
billion from social programs —
including a complete phase-out of
education transfers and an expected
doubling of tuition by 1997. The
Star reported that its information
comes from a leaked cabinet docu-
ment.
"Sometimes figures like that are
used to scare people. Using specu-
lative documents or stories doesn't
help," he said.
Francine Lalonde, human
resources critic for the opposition
Bloc Qubcois, said the proposals
were "destabilizing for universities"
in Quebec and the rest ofCanada.
In response to the possible cuts
to education, the Canadian
Federation of Students (CFS), a
national student lobby group, is
launching a campaign aimed at
increasing student awareness about
the federal government's social pol-
icy review.
As an alternative to income-con-
tingent loans, the CFS supports an
education tax for corporations to
pay for education.
The progressive tax system will
force those who make more than
others alter graduation to pay more
money into the tax system for edu-
cation spending.
The CFS believes that "by
spreading the cost of post-sec-
ondary education among all
Canadians, the societal Ixniefits of
an educated populace are
affirmed."
Corrections:
Unfortunately we failed to
print two phone numbers in an
advertisement in the Cord Guide.
The phone number for Universal
Tailors is 746-1046 and the num-
ber for Super Dave's is 747-1890.
We apologize for any inconve-
nience this may have created.
In the feature we ran in the
week of September 28, we did not
correctly identify Colin Buehler as
the Assistant Producer for Theatre
Laurier. Sorry for the oversight.
As well, two photo credits
were missed in the past two
issues. The cover photo of the
Take Back the Night marchers was
shot by Jennifer Banville. In the
last issue, the photo of fun frolick-
ers at Homecoming was shot by
Scott McKay.
We are very sorry that we
missed these photo credits. We
appreciate all of your efforts and
hope you will come out again.
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Being a student can be tough, but it does have its advantages, like the no-fee Scotia Banking
Advantage^1 Plan.
It gives you a daily interest chequing account, a ScotiaCard'
1
' banking card and a Classic VISA+ card*
We also offer low-interest Scotia Student Loans*
Sign up for the Scotia Banking Advantage Plan before November 10th, 1994 and you'll
automatically get a chance to win an IBM ThinkPad PS/Note 425 notebook computer.
Just drop into any Scotiabank branch for full details or call l-800-9-SCC)TIA.
Scotiabank 3
t The Bank of Nova Scotia licensed user of Mark. * Subject to credit approval.
® Registered Trade Mark of The Bank of Nova Scotia. ™Trade Mark of The Bank of Nova Scotia.
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OPINION
ThePRISM guilt trip
It's the middle of October and I'm fifty bucks pcx>rer than I should
be. Why? Because I'm a student in the School of Business and
Economics, and P.R.I.S.M. has hijacked my money.
P.R.l.S.M.(Providing Resources for Information Systems Management)
is an organization that all SBE students are automatically registered in at a
cost of fifty dollars per term, cleverly tacked onto tuiton payments. The
money goes towards the purchase of computer hardware and software
exclusively available to memliers.
I know, I know, all I had to do was ask for my money back and they
would of given it to me. This I understand. But I've been busy, and I
missed the deadline. So they get to keep my money, even though
) I've yet to avail myself of the pleasures of P.R.I.S.M. membership. I
can prove it. I don't have a banyan account. Can't use the P.R.I.S.M.
labs for much of anything without one. But 1 missed the deadline, so I lose.
Here's what I don't get. The folks at PR.I.S.M. take a hundred dollars from every single SBE student up front.
That's a ton of money. They then plow the funds into lavish computer labs with state of the art software, orthopedic
chairs and funny looking, ergonomically designed keyboards that hunt-and -peckers like myself can't possibly get
used to. Most SBF. students aren't nearly proficient enough to get use out of the systems that they are paying for.
Granted, that is the idea behind P.R.I.S.M. in the first place- to give SBE students the opportunity to leam necessary
computer skills. Fine. So why not make P.R.I.S.M. a voluntary deal? If you want the opportunity to join, ante up fifty
bucks per term and you're in. If you don't, you don't have to chase down money that has already been taken from
you. Also, why not make P.R.I.S.M. open to any Laurier student? The extra money from students in other programs
would offset the SBE students who choose not to join. Eveiybody's happy.
I realize that P.R.I.S.M. probably considers membership voluntary because there is a chance, albeit slim, to get your
money back. They would probably like to believe that all the money they get to keep is money that students' wanted
to keep in the program, that most everybody who wanted out, got out. I know this isn't the case. Most students have
access to a computer, whether it's theirown, a roommate's, or one of the number of Banyan computers at the school.
The P.R.I.S.M. labs offer me one advantage over the other options. A fancy title page. Yes, thanks to the fabulous
software available on the P.R.1.5.M.. system, I can make a real snazzy title page using Corel Draw or Harvard Graphics.
Any assignment I've had to do in my time at school has been doable using a word processor and maybe the odd
spreadsheet. I've been trained how to use the banyan software in my compulsory first year course on infonnation
systems (8u155), so I feel competent enough to use those software programs to do assignments. Fifty dollars a tenn
is an awful lot for pretty title pages.
I must admit that I have managed to avoid one annoying aspect of P.R.I.S.M. so far this year. The guilt trip. The
guilt trip is the PR.I.S.M. executive's way of letting you know that taking your money back is just about the most self-
ish thing you could ever do. I've heard all the speeches.
"P.R.I.S.M. is something that gives our sch(X)l an advantage over other schcx>ls in the eyes of potential employers.
Right. Like business students at Western and Queen's do their assignments with a feather, ink and an abacus.
"If you take your money out now, there won't be a P.R.I.S.M. when you graduate."
But I'm not going to use it. I won't miss it.
"Even if you have a computer at home, the intangible I benefits of being a P.R.I.S.M. member more than make up
for the money you spend."
When P.R.I.S.M. starts throwing free keggers, I'll consider the intangible Ixmefits.
The funny thing is, when you hear all this for the first time, especially when you're a frosh, it makes you think.
Makes you think just long enough that the deadline comes and goes. And you're out fifty bucks.
So if you are thinking about getting your money out this tenn, trust me, it's tcx) late. But come January, all you
P.R.I.S.M. memlxirs should decide something. If you have the time to leam how to use the fancy damn software
properly, are prepared to take full advantage of the benefits P.R.I.S.M. offers, and can handle the wacky new key-
Ixxirds, keep your money in.
Otherwise, get out. This is my fifth term at Under, so I'm clown $250 so far. But that was a really nice title page.
Editorial by Scott Stinson, Sports Editor
the (pinions c.\j)ii'ssi*l in ibis editorial an' those oftlx-authorand do not necessarily iv/lect those ofthenst of Ihe Cordstaff', orofits publisher, WiV Student IPublications.
Letters to the Editor
Dear Editor:
I am writing in response to the opinion
article by Tony Hahn, "Free Tuition." I
appreciate his concern; however, the tuition
fees for those of us who are sons, daughters,
or spouses of WLU employees, are not "free"
and this practice does not negatively affect
the other students and the WLU community.
Ft is an employment tenefit of the university,
through contract negotiations, that immedi-
ate family members of employees receive
what I lahn calls "free" tuition.
There are many other jobs and profes-
sions which have employment benefits for
their employees, although each institution
has varying degrees and types of benefits.
Employees must forgo a portion of their
salaries to receive the benefits which are a
pail of their salary package.
This tuition benefit seems fair to me for
the simple reason that the employees of WLU
work very hard to bring us, the students of
WLU, our education. I feel that perhaps an
alternative would lx_' for the fees to be pro-
portional to the employee's salary. This
process is effective at UW where the amount
of tuition a child or spouse pays is directly
based upon how much money the university
is paying that employee. The more money
he or she makes, the more the child will be
expected to pay.
I realize that the recession is taking its toll
on students' ability to pay tuition, but the
proposed cut back of 2 million dollars in post
secondary education is also taking its toll on
our parents, as employees of WLU. I feel
that it should Ixi stressed that the education
sons, daughters, and spouses of WLU
employees receive at WLU is not free, but
rather a direct payment from the employees
salary. Students therefore needn't worry that
their programs are suffering or that they are
paying more tuition as a result.
Naomi Anatoi
Dear Editor
We should not be so selfish about our
wonderful resources. Take Wilfs for example.
The Students' Union should sell memberships
to a selected public so they can come in and
enjoy our great fcxxl, modestly priced booze,
gcxxl looking women and muscular men. It is
a known fact that people outside the univer-
sity community desire the minds and bodies
of well educated humanoids like ourselves.
Hey, what a great way to make a buck. Sell
this captive audience to the likes of intenested
outsiders.
Some people may object to this! I don't
know why. Your student government seems
to think that selling ourselves to a bidder is a
gcxxl idea. Perhaps that is why I keep getting
these damn credit card applications in the
mail under the facade of a Students' Union
envelope!
Scott McKay
Dear Editor
I'm a first year student here at Wilfrid
Laurier University. I've always had good
grades. I played high school football and
hockey - two of the manliest sports I know
of. I am also gay. Being gay means many
things. I prefer the company of other (gay)
men for relationships. Some men prefer to
lx;at me up because of the way I am. Are
they afraid of me and what I represent? Are
you?
Damon
Letters
Policy
1. AH letters must I>e signed and submit-
ted with die author's name, student identi-
fication number, and telephone number.
2. AH letters will be printed with the
author's name. Letters will be printed with-
out the author's name only with permis-
sion of the Editor-in-chief,
3- Letters must be received by Monday at
noon for publication in that week's issue
on computer disk, or via e-mail
(22cord@mach 1.wiu,ca)
4. Letters that are submitted on disk or via
e-mail must be accompanied by a letters
release form or a signed hard copy that is
delivered to The Cord offices.
5. The Editor-in-chief may edit the letters
for length and clarity.
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No rollerblades inside?
ROB GLOVER
Cord Opinion
As a part-time news reporter here at
the Cord, I was asked about two
weeks ago, to investigate a story
that the Environment and Safety
office had banned roller blades
from campus.
Indignant, 1 rushed
down to the
Environment and Safety
office to ask why roller
blades were being
banned.
There was only one
slight problem; they
weren't being banned.
Pat Eerraro, the head of the
Environment and Safety depart-
ment, handed me a document out-
lining the actual university policy
on roller blades. Here it is, in it's
entirety.
Effective Date: June 28, 1994.
Policy:
A. The use of roller skates
and/or in-line skates (aka
roller blades) in University
buildings is prohibited.
B. Any violation of this policy
should be reported to
Security immediately.
Thai's it. That's the policy.
Still trying to pursue a story, I
asked Ferraro why the University
put out such a policy. She told me
that Administration viewed roller
blades as a type of transportation,
like bicycles, and like bicycles,
should be banned from inside uni-
versity buildings for reasons of safe-
ty-
The University, she went on,
was concerned that there might be
an unfortunate incident and that
this policy was the best way to pre-
Why was the
schoolpassing
"common sense"?
vent that. After the interview, I
walked away slightly disappointed
clue to the lack ofstory here.
Lack of story? Banning, not
roller blades themselves, but the
use of them, and only in unversity
buildings?
WeiL.xluuhhh!
Can you imagine some idiot
charging clown a corridor in the
Central Teaching Building on roller
blades, rounding a corner and wip-
ing out a hord of students? Or,
someone trying to walk down those
nairow stairs in the Peters building,
trying carefully not to slip and wipe
out three levels of ascending stu-
dents? Should be obvious, shouldn't
it? Common sense?
Anyway, still desperate for a
story from all this, I reviewed my
notes from the interview. First, I
looked at one premise; that
Administration views roller blades
as transportation. As for myself, and
I think a lot of people would agree,
roller blades are more for recreation
than anything else. Fine, hut does
that change anything?
When was the last time you had
to dodge a tennis game
inside the And building
on the' way to class? Or
have seen a couple ol
our fine football players
passing a few throws in
the Concourse? Whether
for getting to school or
having fun. it still makes
sense not to use roller
blades in sclkx>l, doesn't it?
Still not willing to give up the
ghost for a story, I rolled the
thought around in my head, and a
rather interesting idea tumbled out;
why was the school passing such a
"common sense" idea into policy
anyway? With no recorded prob-
lems in the past, why did the
sclkx>l think it was necessary?
Someone once told me that
Canada Post had a regulation that
specified exactly when a letter carri-
er couldn't wear a summer unifonn.
The rules specified that a carrier
couldn't wear a summer uniform
before the Victoria Day weekend,
nor after the Libour Day weekend.
1 thought that it was stupid. What if
there were warm clays before and
after those weekends? And besides,
who would be stupid enough to
wear shorts and a short-sleeved
shirt in the middle of February?
Well, 1 was told that some people
were so stupid that, unless it was
written clown, they actually would
do something that idiotic.
How many incidents can be
found in the Big Bag O Crime, in
any week, that can be traced to
simple stupidity? Look at the Ezra
Street Party last spring.
How come other years can let
off steam without having to shut
down city streets and causing dam-
age like that?
Maybe Administration is justified
in passing such a "common sense"
policy after all.
Looking
for logic
An outlook
on overpopulation
TONY HAHN
Cord opinion
A lot of media attention this summer was given to the overpopulation
conference held in Cairo. The evidence states that most of the overpopu-
lation crisis is in the Third World, and countries such as Somalia and
Ethiopia are examples. I have a suggestion for the so-called experts:
these people cannot afford to have children.
The logical solution is this - tell the citizens of underdeveloped coun-
tries to STOP REPRODUCING. It's as simple as that. When a man and a
woman have intercourse without using birth control, the inevitable result
is a child. If birth control is not available (and it isn't in this case) then
don't have sex. Until it is available to Third World citizens, then learn
how to do without sex. Masturbate. Learn oral. Whatever.
Just don't put a burden on eveiyone else around you by having sex
when you can't afford the consequences. I'm sick and tired of everyone
sitting around and wasting their time by talking around the solution.
When one can't afford a child, they take the necessary precautions to pre-
vent this from happening. When they don't have access to these precau-
tions, they should realize that the only way to prevent a child is to not
have sex. This is what the experts should have concluded years ago. It's
not hard, it's simple biology.
I've heard the arguments that it's for traditions' sake, but come on.
When you have babies dying all over the place, disease running rampant
and no clean water to drink, shouldn't tradition go out the door? As I
said, it's simple biology. Tell these people to stop reproducing, and the
overpopulation crisis will be on its way to solving itself. If maybe we
would have dealt with this fact a long time ago rather than trying to find
the easy way out, this wouldn't have become a problem. There is no
easy way out. In order to survive, people ol the Third World must stop
having sex.
Inqueeries
by Gary van Lingen
When I was doing a UW Village
Dons' training session on sexual
orientation the one question
which brought up the most dis-
cussion was how should they
receive someone coming out Lo
them (coming out being the act of
telling someone that he/she is
gay, lesbian or bisexual). Many were afraid of saying the wrong thing or
giving the wrong impression and thereby losing that person. While there
were no real fast rules developed at that time .some of what eame out of
that discussion can be used by anyone in any situation (not just for those
residence don.s t>ut there).
First, realize that the person probably was agonizing over the decision
to tell you and that it took a lot of nerve to tell you. The person likely has
been keeping an eye/ear on you, listening to what you say about the
topic to see how you respond to others l>eing gay-lesbian-bisexual in
order to judge your likelihood of lx?ing accepting, if you want to Ix. 1 seen
as lx»ing positive what are some of the things you can do?
At this time the most imjX>rtant thing to do is i<> show interest in the
person's revelation to you. To say "Oh, really! That's okay, it won't change
anything between us!" and then change the subject to something else you
are in effect showing the person that it does matter in a negative way. Ask
questions about their revelation to you. "How long have you known?" or:■
. ■ : V 7 ... . . ■ . >
Continued on Page 13
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You can take control
of genital herpes
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...and your life
Coping with recurrent symptoms availability of affordable treat-
such as itching or burning pain, ments, and counselling — can
tingling, sores, or even localized help you get your life essentially
redness in or near the genital back to normal and potentially
area has never been easy. Add keep outbreaks out of the picture
to this the emotional impact of for years.
guilt, resentment, depression... fo confidentially learn more
a disruption of daily life. about reducing the severity and
Advances in medical research frequency of genital herpes
now enable you to do some- outbreaks, and minimizing the
thing about genital herpes out- risk of transmission through
breaks. A greater understanding safe sex guidelines, contact the
of genital herpes — plus the National Herpes Hotline.
rAII 1-800-HSV-FACS1-800-478-3 2 27
And consult your physician
POSTGRADUATE - 1 YEAR
MINISTRY APPROVED
teacher training
COURSES IN
* GREAT BRITAIN
For more information about AND
1 Criteria for acceptance AUSTRALIA
2 Accommodations
3 Travel Arrangements
4 Health Coverage PHONE TEACH (905)388-7158
5 OSAP FAX (905) 388-9682
In the minority
Dealing with difference
ofanotherkind
CAROLYN LEIGH
Cord Opinion
Amidst all the excitement of homecoming I
found myself teetering on whether or not to
volunteer and get involved in some small
fashion with the activities.
My thoughts were mixed because
although I would love to participate in the
hoopla, and mix with the Frosh, I am, no
doubt about it, a visual minority. So
what?—you say. 1 am not just noticeabley
different in my appearance, I am probably
in some ways light years ahead. I am a
mature student.
On top of that I am only able to attend
classes part-time and my schedule fractures
any solid or consistent effort I could hope to
offer.
With these thoughts in mind, I did apply
for a publications position and to my sur-
prise, I leather Mundell and her associates
welcomed me. They listened to my
predicament, considered my short term
offers of involvement, and referred me to
other departments where I might encorpo-
rate my need with theirs.
1 must admit I was relieved my reception
was not as I had encountered with my pre-
vious University in London.
Wilfrid Laurier is different. As a for-
mer graduate, Jules Zeller accurately
descrilxxl it to a K-W Record reporter, "WLU
is unique," and "Individuals are emphasized
rather than a mob."
Although I wasn't directly involved in
the events of 112 lomecoming I felt welcomed
to participate in this school's spirit. I don't
feel like I am on the outside looking in any-
more.
Homecoming has had a twofold mean-
ing for me. Some years ago I made my
home in Kitchener and this past July my
family and I moved back from London.
So in a sense, returning to school at
WLU has meant coming home for me to
Kitchener.
1 just want to thank Ingritl, I leather, and
WLU for making my homecoming easy and
comfortable, as it must have been for the
prodigal son.
Cord Feedback
When are the Guru's <>112 Grease and the Dynamic Duo getting together?
I heard they like their man cheap and greasy.
Maurice Elliot
Update the Moity's ad!
Rye Balzamo
I ley Shawn, great I lard Cord where did you get thai purple people idea?
Jordy Bunting
Thank you so much lor all the great open forum coverage. Where the hell was it?
Scott McCormick
1 love my Corel, the staff....l love the whole world.
Darren Mahaffy
Pau ley's editorial was brilliant. Thanks for helping people get one step closer to
"knowing".
Roland R. Guy
1 low 'bout printing the C1AI? standings every week for every sport? (lop 10)
Tim Pow
There are six other candidates in this by-election!
Deb Doupe
Who's in charge of making those awesome Turret ads? 1 bet she's incredible.
Paul McQueen
VOCALCORD BY: MARION HENSEL AND ROB GLOVER If you could be a brutal dictator of a small country,which would it be and why?
"Quebec, because then
they'll know what real
oppression is!"
Steve Doak
4th year
Ghost in Machine
"Kuwait, so I can kick
some Iraqi butt."
Steve Hogg
4th year Eco.
Tahiti, for the women
Jake Knapp,
Ist year Teething
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MBA Day 1994 j ~iJ |DRAGON PALACE |
/% S SZECHUAN & CHINESE BUFFET !
j 75 WEBER ST., WATERLOO ( ZELLER'S PLAZA ) j
Kml! | The Best Tasting |
| Chinese Buffet |
We Mean Business! [ Where Else Would YOU Go? |
Tuesday Nov. 1, 1994 I J
10 am - 1 pm j Daily Chinese Buffet of Over \
University of Waterloo J Seventy Items jDavis Centre - Foyer | Come to Enjoy the Best Buffet in Town |
Meet representatives from Canadian (primarily) and U.S. | jj
Pick up information/application packages 1
~™
Business Hours: j
j Monday-Thursday 11:30 am- 10:00 pm ' I
l Friday & Saturday 11:30 am- 11:00 pm 112
====== ====== =====
=—========
j Sunday 11:30 am- 10:00 pm j
"Is there someone 1 should l>e meeting?" (ie boyfriend or girlfriend) are good questions
showing interest. Ask if they have had any son of harassment because of it. Don't ask
questions that are guilt inducing (Why did you not tell me sooner?) or question the per-
son's decision <Are you sure this just isn't a phase?). Both types of questions will cause a
negative reaction in someone who is already skittish and will likely send the person hack
into the closet for a time more (not a good thing).
Second, don't start telling other people. The person has a right to have some control
over who has this piece ol infonnation about him herself, lie she tnistecl you to Ix- posi-
tive but the person you are telling this fact to may not lie so ]x>sitive and thus place the
first person in a very difficult position. Also, coming out is something a person should get
used to for him/herself. He/she will have to do it again and again and getting used to it
will only help the person to be more confident alxxit telling others. You are doing a good
thing for the person by not telling others.
Third. l>e aware of the situation afterwards. The first rush of coming out to someone is
not the end of the coming out. You have found something out about this other person
which is very important to him/her. When you speak of lx>yfriends or girlfriends, be aware
of the person's position in all this. He/she may have something to contribute to the con-
versation afterall and he/she should be encouraged to participate as an equal in such a
conversation. Our invisibility is one of our worst disadvantages because the invisibility is
forced on us by others. Don't force your friends into invisibility lxxause you have forgot-
ten that their circumstances are slightly different from your's.
Is Mr. Rogers a German?
VIEW FROM
THEFAR
GREG SLOAN
Cord opinion
Zicke Zacke, Zicke Zacke, Oy Oy Oy. Those
magic words fill the air this time of year in K-
\V. I haven't got a clue what they mean, and
unless you're in the German Club, [ don't
imagine you do either. However, it doesn't
seem to matter, because for two weeks every
October, people from all
backgrounds lose their indi-
vidual heritage and become
German.
It's the same principle
that sends everyone out on
St. Patty's day to drink
green beer. Oktoberfest
offers you a chance to par-
take in the stereotypical German activities of
eating sausages and drinking beer out of a
stein.
For most students, Oktoberfest simply
offers a good excuse to party. For some rea-
son, for a few days of the year, everyone
seems just a little more friendlier. That is
probably in large part due to the tidal wave
of beer and Schnapps that is unleashed from
the heavens by the Oktoberfest gods.
But if alcohol was the only reason for this
extra friendliness on the part of the revelers,
then every Thursday night at the Turret
would be like an episode of Mr. Rogers. For
me it ends up being a lot more like The
Twilight Zone.
The polka element I find very interesting.
For Oktoberfest it's perfectly okay to listen to
some guy in liederhosen play the accordion
fast and furious while you are being whipped
around a beer shellacked dance floor at the
speed of light. Yet, next weekend, try to pull
out your copy ot Walter Ostanak's Greatest
Hits and see how fast everybody llees from
your party. Polka, which just a week ago was
all the rage, suddenly clears a room faster
than a plague of Locusts.
The prices for Oktoberfest are also amaz-
ing. Students are not in the highest tax brack-
et, yet they are perfectly willing to shell out a
small fortune during Oktoberfest, even if it
means eating Kraft dinner until Christmas.
Ten dollars to get in, $3.50 for a cllxie cup
ot draft beer, $4 for a hunk of pork intestines
that they lovingly call
Oktoberfest Sausage,
and a few dollars for a
feather that you can
easily pluck off of any
sea gull the next time
you're at the beach.
Once you've
justified spending all of
your OSAP on these must have treasures, you
now have to deal with all of the lineups. For,
even though you spent ten dollars for a tick-
et, you find that, surprise, surprise, it does
not guarantee that you will get in.
Most places state in their fine print that
your precious ticket is only good until 8:00.
Thus you have to rush yourself around, look-
ing for that beat up green Oktoberfest hat
you somehow wound up with last year and
haven't worn since.
You finally get there at 5 minutes after
eight, and you find yoursell standing in a line
up from hell. What, am I in the registrar's
office? But alas, this is only the first lineup of
the night. Once inside, you have to line up
for tickets, drinks and waslmxims.
You finally get yourself settled in, and
then, miraculously, everything seems right
with the world. You have food, drink and
good company. All you need is bikini clad
women, or speeclo men, if you prefer, and
you could be in a beer commercial. After
polka-ing your heart out and successfully
drowning your liver, you stagger out into the
harsh K-W night air. Now, you are faced with
the one thing you forgot to plan for. Getting
home.
Kitchener Transit was running free of cost
Friday and Saturday night, but finding the
patience to wait for the next bus is a
Herculean task. To add insult to injury, a bus
was probably just pulling away as you came
along.
The next alternative is to call a cab, but
those few hundred drunken souls around
you have all had that very same idea. When
the cab pulls into the parking lot, being the
first one to it can turn into a fine art form.
You could walk, but since most
Oktoberfest locations are light years from
where you live this is not the greatest plan.
Take it from me. Standing at Bingeman's last
year, me and my buddy Jaret decided that we
wouldn't waste our time waiting for the buses
any longer.
Jaret said he knew a short cut to get
home, and fool that I am, I let myself be
talked into trekking the vast distance. 1 knew
we were in trouble when, after we had been
walking for what seemed like hours, we
came upon a candidate's sign for the then
upcoming federal election. To my utter dis-
may, this sign was for the Kitchener riding.
We weren't even in Waterloo yet! We finally
made it home, and I now have a deep
respect for speed walkers everywhere.
So I survived another Oktoberfest. Over
the past four years I have collected many
good memories of the storied event, and
resisted any overwhelming urges to buy a
five dollar bag of beer nuts. However, my
sleep is still haunted by images ofthose really
big pretzels.
And that's the view from the farm for this
week.
Continued from page 11
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INTERNATIONAL
No women priests,says Pope
Bless meFather, Imean Mother, I mean Sister.. .Jesus Christ!
ALEXIS DIAMOND
Cord International
MONTREAL (CUP) — As a woman and a lay
minister in the Roman Catholic Church, Daryl
Ross is angry with Pope John Paul li s attitude
toward women's ordination.
She says that though the Pope is progres-
sive on social justice issues, his views on sex-
uality, birth control and the role of women
"don't respect the values and concerns in this
part of the world."
Other Catholic groups in Quebec agree.
Instead of squelching debate on women's
ordination, the Pope's letter of May 22, "On
Reserving Priestly Ordination to Men Alone,"
ignited it.
In the letter, the Pope says,"The Church
has no authority whatsoever to confer priestly
ordination on women and that this judgment
is to |->e definitively held by all the Church's
faithful."
The most recent evidence of opposition
are two petitions coordinated by the Coalition
des Femmes et Ministeres, the first one
appearing in June, signed by 725 Catholics,
including priests; the second one at the end
of August, with 1,300 signatures, published in
I.e Devoir.
Ross, also a campus minister at Concordia
University, says she herself has stniggled with
remaining in the Church as her awareness of
other issues, especially feminism, has grown.
"I don't think I have an equal place in the
church," Ross says.
Norman Prince, head of the English chap-
ter of Dignity Montreal, agrees that the
Church is not egalitarian. Dignity Montreal is a
member of the Coalition of Concerned
Canadian Catholics, an umbrella group of
Roman Catholics seeking reform in the
Church's teaching about a broad range of
issues, including the role of women in the
Church.
Prince says the Pope's letter galvanized the
issue even more than before. In the letter, the
Pope writes that the reasons for forbidding
women's ordination are "the example record-
ed in the Sacred Scriptures of Christ chcxxsing
his Apostles only from among men; the con-
stant practice of the Church, which has imitat-
ed Christ in choosing only men; and her liv-
ing teaching authority which has consistently
held that the exclusion of women from the
priesthood is in accordance with God's plan
for his Church."
By asserting that it is God's will, the Pope
takes Jesus out of any cultural context.
"Christ's way of acting .
did not proceed from
sociological or cultural
motives peculiar to his
time," the Pope writes.
Therefore, these men
"did not receive only a
function which could
thereafter l)e exercised
by any member of the Church; rather they
were specifically and intimately asscx'iated in
the mission of the Incarnate Word himself."
With this Divine Plan argument, the Pope
tries to argue that women are not Ixiing dis-
criminated against at all. He writes, "The non-
admission of women to priestly ordination
cannot mean that women are of lesser dignity,
nor can it be construed as discrimination
against them. Rather, it is to be seen as the
faithful observance of a plan to be ascribed to
the wisdom of the Lord in the Universe."
However, many people find multiple fal-
lacies in these arguments, both in logic and in
"Women and
Priesthood don't
mix"
the New Testament itself.
Dr. Josephine McQueen, a theologian at
Marianopolis College in Montreal, points out
that the Pope is ignoring the historical context
in which the New Testament was written.
"The Gospel was written 40 years after
Jesus' death, and the new church needed to
validate itself by showing how the new law
could relate to the Old Testament," McQueen
says.
McQueen proposes that there easily could
have been more than 12 apostles, some of
them women. The number 12 was used to
refer to the 12 tribes of Israel, and so the
number 12 could be more symbolic than liter-
al.
Father John Wickham, a priest of the Jesuit
order, working ai the
Ignatian Centre of
Spirituality, further
underlines historical
context by adding that
"God had to be incar-
nated as a man
because it was so anti-
feminist at the time.
Women were not allowed in the inner court
of the temple."
Prince points out that literal interpretations
of scripture are biased. He argues that as
Christ chose only Jews, fishermen, and the
poor to be his apostles, archbishops should
be excluded from ordination, too as they
don't meet any of the criteria.
The syllogism often espoused by the Pope
- that Christ was a man, Christ was a priest,
therefore all priests must be men - also raises
objections.
Rourk Simon, a member of Dignity
Montreal, says the logic is "not very profound"
since it is based on genitalia. "All people can
image Christ ... Jesus Christ wasn't there to
image masculinity, but to image Love..."
Besides the Pope's letter, the Catholic
Church also produced the English version of
the New Catechism, which contains the
position of the Church on many issues. Not
only is it filled with paradoxes, such as sup-
porting the eradication of social and cultural
discrimination while maintaining a staunch
attitude against women's ordination, but it
also uses exclusive language.
McQueen says the English translators tried
to use inclusive language, but the Pope
ordered inclusive pronouns and nouns
removed.
"Someone had been deliberately inclusive
but then was forced to change for fear of
encouraging feminists," McQueen says. "They
are so worried about 'feminism' that you can't
even say 'men and women.'"
Theologian Joyce Kennedy from Mount St.
Vincent University in Halifax explains that the
reason for this malaise is the deep-seated
sense that somehow the priesthood and
women don't mix.
Another explanation of the Pope's posi-
tion is that, according to Wickham, "The Pope
is concerned with unity." In a global organiza-
tion of 900 million, unity is difficult to achieve.
Some countries are ready for serious consider-
ation of woman priests, whereas others are
completely inexperienced regarding feminism,
a situation that is frustrating for those who feel
that female ordination should happen now.
Wickham points out that the Canadian
Conference of Catholic Bishops (CCCB)
already proposed women's ordination, which
was refused. In fact, the Canadian Bishops
responded to the Pope's letter with strong
support of women's ordination, although they
are not prepared to challenge the Pope out-
right.
Many people now involved with the
Church have decided to wait it out. Prince
says, "Rather than abandon a Church we feel
is flawed ... it leads us to seek reform."
Simon feels the Church is going through a
process that is giving the faithful "an opportu-
nity to push past the limits of the images of
God ... to understand it more expansively."
McQueen sees the Church as a family. In a
crisis, "you don't leave them in the lurch.
They made you what you are. You have to
maintain a certain loyalty. But you try to etfect
change," she says.
Meanwhile, those who wait for the institu-
tional Church to change seek and provide
communities in which equality is implement-
ed.
Norman Prince and Rourk Simon, along
with the rest of Dignity Montreal, celebrate
Eucharist with both unordained males and
females as officiators.
Ross feels that to a certain extent, she has
a voice within her particular Catholic commu-
nity. She contents herself with knowing that
change in the Church is inevitable if the insti-
tution is to survive.
Wickham agrees: "Gradually the influence
of the opposition will be felt [because] the
deliberate changing [of] the relationship
between men and women is the most signifi-
cant thing in the twentieth century."
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I Notice! I
to students
who have purchased an unbound*
set of Course Notes from Kinko's
between
August 1 & October 7, 1994.
On August 1, 1994 Kinko's installed new cash
registers. All Course Note Packets were pro-
grammed into the register's database. All
unbound* course notes had the Provincial Retail
Sales Tax applied to the royalties. This was
incorrect.
Any student who purchased an unbound*
course packet between August 1 and October 7,
1 994 is encouraged to return to Kinko's with a
receipt to receive a Sales Tax Refund on the roy-
alty of the packet price until December 31, 1994.
The amount of refund will be 8% of the Royalty
charge. Kinko's will set aside all Retail Sales
Taxes collected on these royalties. Any
unclaimed refund amounts as of January 1, 1995
will be donated to the local Food bank.
mm u Kinko's wishes to thankKlVtlfO'fr the University ofIml 1Bimw Toronto student who
the copy center bro "Ml!tiono ° ur
* Unbound refers to 3 hole-punched course notes only
m fflKOH-I-NOOR
t —— , ,
465 Phillip St., #2 (at Albert), Parkdale Plaza 11, WATERLOO
NEAR BOTH UNIVERSITIES
—
* with student 1.D.; dinner only3 0
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S o m e n  
o n  P u r c h a s i n g  
e w  C o m p u t e r  ·  
Y o  
R O B E R T  C A R E W  
C O R D  F E A T U R E S  
T I 1 e r e  a r e  t h r e e  c h o i c e s  w h e n  i t  c o m e s  t o  
g e t t i n g  t h a t  a s s i g n m e n t  f m i s h e d  ( o r  s t a 1 1 e d ) :  
f i r s t ,  w a i t  u n t i l  3  a m  w h e n  t h e r e  i s  a n  e m p t y  
s e a t  i n  a  t e n n i n a l  r o o m ;  s e c o n d ,  o n c e  a g a i n  
a n n o y  y o u r  r o o m m a t e  b y  b o r r o w i n g  t h e i r  
c o m p u t e r  ( u n l e s s  t h e y  h a v e  t h e  s a m e  a s s i g n -
m e n t ) ;  o r  t h r e e ,  g e t  y o u r  o w n  p e r s o n a l  f u n  
m a c h i n e .  
T h i s  m t i c l e  d e a l s  w i t h  n u m b e r  t h r e e .  I t  
d i s c u s s e s  h o w  t o  g o  a l x m t  d e c i d i n g  o n  w h a t  
y o u  n e e d ,  a n d  t h e n  g o i n g  o u t  a n d  g e t t i n g  i t  
a t  a  r e a s o n a b l e  p r i c e .  
F o r  m a n y  p e o p l e  t h e  c o m p u t e r  w o r l d  i s  
a  c o n f u s i n g  p l a c e  b e s t  l e f t  a l o n e .  H o w e v e r ,  
i t  r e a l l y  i s  n o t  t h a t  d i f f i c u l t  w h e n  y o u  b r e a k  i t  
d o w n  i n t o  iL~ m a j o r  p a r t s :  w h a t  y o u  w i l l  b e  
d o i n g ,  w h a t  y o u  n e e d  t o  d o  i t ,  a n d  h o w  
m u c h  m o n e y  y o u  h a v e .  
T I 1 e  f i r s t  s t e p  i s  t h e  m o s t  i m J X > r t a n t :  w h a t  
a r e  y o u  g o i n g  t o  b e  u s i n g  y o u r  n e w  c o m p u t -
e r  f o r ?  I s  i t  j u s t  f o r  w o r d  p r o c e s s i n g ?  D o  y o u  
a l s o  n e e d  a  s p r e a d s h e e t  s u c h  a s  Q u a t t r o  P r o ?  
W i l l  y o u  h e  w a n t  t o  p l a y  a n y  v i d e o  g a m e s ?  
B e  h o n e s t .  
O n c e  y o u  k n o w  w h a t  y o u  w i l l  b e  u s i n g  
y o u  c a n  t h e n  f i n d  o u t  w h a t  y o u  w i l l  n e e d  t o  
r u n  t h e s e  " a p p l i c a t i o n s " ,  a s  m o s t  c o m p u t e r  
s o f t w a r e  i s  n o w  r e f e r r e d .  
N o w  y o u  c a n  m o v e  o n  t o  t h e  m a i n  p a r t  
o f  t h e  l e s s o n ,  t h e  c o m p u t e r  i t s e l f .  l 1 1 e  c o m -
p u t e r  c a n  b e  b r o k e n  u p  i n t o  t w o  m a i n  s e c -
t i o n s :  t h e  o u t s i d e  a n d  t h e  i n s i d e .  
T h e  o u t s i d e  i s  e v e r y t h i n g  y o u  c a n  s e e ;  
t h e  m o n i t o r ,  m o u s e ,  k e y i X > a r d ,  c a s e  ( t h e  l x > x  
t h a t  t h e  c o m p u t e r  i s  i n ) ,  a n d  t h e  p r i n t e r .  
A  p r i n t e r ,  l i k e  t h e  m o n i t o r ,  c a n  b e  b l a c k  
&  w h i t e  o r  c o l o u r .  l 1 1 e  s i m i l a r i t y  e n d s  t h e r e .  
P r i c e s  r a n g e  f r o m  c h e a p  ( d o t - m a t r i x )  t o  r e a -
s o n a b l e  ( b u b b l e  j e t  o r  i n k  j e t )  t o  e x p e n s i v e  
( l a s e r ) .  T h e  q u a l i t y  o f  y o u r  p r i n t i n g  w i l l  
i n c r e a s e  w i t h  p r i c e ,  t h o u g h  t h e r e  i s  n o t  
m u c h  d i f f e r e n c e  b e t w e e n  i n k  j e t  a n d  l a s e r .  
T I 1 e r e  a r e  f o u r  m a i n  p a r t s  i n s i d e  t h e  b o x :  
t h e  p r o c e s s o r ,  m e  m e m o r y ,  t h e  d r i v e s ,  a n d  
t h e  c a r d s .  
T h e  p r o c e s s o r  i s  t h e  b r a i n  o f  t h e  c o m p u t -
e r ;  i t  d e t e m 1 i n e s  h o w  f a s t  a n d  h o w  J X > w e r f u l  
i t  i s ,  a n d  w i t h o u t  i t  y o u r  c o m p u t e r  i s  u s e l e s s .  
T h e y  c o m e  i n  t w o  t y p e s ,  t h o s e  m a d e  f o r  t h e  
P C ,  a n d  t h o s e  m a d e  f o r  t h e  A p p l e .  I  w i l l  n o t  
t a l k  a i X > u t  t h e  A p p l e  h e r e  b e c a u s e ,  a l t h o u g h  
I  h a v e  n o t h i n g  a g a i n s t  t h e m ,  t h e y  d o  n o t  
h a v e  t h e  r a n g e  o f  s o f t w a r e  a v a i l a b l e  t h a t  t h e  
P C  d o e s .  
P r o c e s s o r s  a r e  u s u a l l y  m a d e  b y  I n t e l  w i t h  
n a m e s  l i k e  t h e  2 R 6 ,  3 8 6 ,  4 8 6 ,  a n d  P e n t i u m ,  
w i t h  2 8 6  b e i n g  t h e  o l d e s t  a n d  s l o w e s t ,  a n d  
t h e  P e n t i u m  b e i n g  t h e  n e w e s t  a n d  f a s t e s t .  
A n o t h e r  t h i n g  t o  w a t c h  i s  t h e  i n d i v i d u a l  
s p e e d  o f  t h e  " c h i p "  ( s h o r t  f o r  p r o c e s s o r ) ;  i t  i s  
s h o w n  i n  t h e  n a m e .  
F o r  e x a m p l e ,  4 8 6 - 3 3 ;  t l 1 i s  i d e n t i f i e s  a  4 8 6  
c h i p ,  r u n n i n g  a t  3 3  M e g a h e r t z .  D o n ' t  w o n y  
a b o u t  t h e  w o r d  " M e g a h e r t z " ' ;  j u s t  r e m e m b e r  
t h a t  t h e  h i g h e r  t h e  n u m b e r ,  t h e  f a s t e r  t h e  
c h i p .  
T h e  m e m o r y  w i l l  d e c i d e  t h e  s i z e  o f  t h e  
a p p l i c a t i o n s  y o u  c a n  m n .  I t  i s  u s u a l l y  m e a -
s u r e d  i n  M e g a b y t e s  ( M I 3 ) .  W i n d o w s  r e q u i r e s  
a t  l e a s t  4 M B ,  C o r e i D r a w  a t  l e a s t  8 M B ,  a n d  i f  
y o u  a r e  g o i n g  t o  d o  a n y  s o u n d  o r  v i d e o  
e d i t i n g  y o u  w i l l  n e e d  a t  l e a s t  1 6 M B .  ( B e  p r e -
p a r e d  t o  p a y  t c : > r  i t  t h o u g h ,  c u r r e n t  p r i c e s  a r e  
a l X > u t  $ 5 0  p e r  M B ) .  
D r i v e s  a r e  r e q u i r e d  a n d  c a n  e i t h e r  b e  
" f l o p p y ' "  o r  " h a r d ' " .  T h e s e  n a m e s  w e r e  c h o -
s e n  b e c a u s e  o f  t h e  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  o f  t h e  
d i s k e t t e s  u s e d  f o r  t h e  d r i v e .  T h e  o l d  f l o p p y  
d i s k  w a s  h e n d a b l e  a n d  p l a s t i c .  l 1 1 e  h a r d  
d r i v e  i s  f l X e d  i n s i d e  t l 1 e  c o m p u t e r  a n d  c a n -
n o t  b e  r e m o v e d  l i k e  a  n o n n a l  f l o p p y  d r i v e .  
D i s k s  c a n  h o l d  e i t h e r  0 . 7 2 0  M B  o r  1 . 4 4  M B  
o f  i n f o r m a t i o n  d e p e ! 1 d i n g  o n  w h e t h e r  i t  i s  
" h i g h  d e n s i t y "  o r  " l o w  d e n s i t y " .  ( A  M B  o f  
d a t a  i s  e q u i v a l e n t  t o  a l x m t  2 0 0  0 0 0  w o r d - ; ) .  
T h e  h a r d  d r i v e  i s  t h e  p l a c e  w h e r e  y o u  
s t o r e  a l l  o f  y o u r  a p p l i c a t i o n s .  l 1 1 i s  i s  d o n e  
s o  t h a t  w h e n e v e r  y o u  n e e d  a n  a p p l i c a t i o n  
y o u  n e e d  o n l y  t y p e  i t s  n a m e  a n d  i t  i s  r e a d y  
t o  g o .  l 1 1 e  s i z e  o f  t h e  h a r d  d r i v e  c a n  c o v e r  a  
w i d e  r a n g e ,  a n y w h e r e  f r o m  1 0  M B  t o  2 0 0 0  
M B .  
F o r  m o s t  p e o p l e  u s i n g  o n l y  w o r d  p r o -
c e s s i n g  a n d  W i n d o w s  a b o u t  1 2 0 M B  w o u l d  
s u f f i c e .  H o w e v e r ,  i f  y o u  p l a n  o n  h a v i n g  a  
n u m b e r  o f  a p p l i c a t i o n s  s u c h  a s  W i n d o w s ,  
C o r e ! D r a w ,  W o r d ,  E x c e l ,  Q u a t t r o  P r o ,  o r  
W o r d P e r f e c t  y o u  w i l l  n e e d  m o r e  r o o m  t h a n  
1 2 0  M B .  I t  i s  b e t t e r  t o  g e t  a  l a r g e r  H a r d  
D r i v e  a n d  f i l l  i t  u p  s l o w l y  t h a n  t o  b u y  a  
s m a l l  o n e  t h e n  n e e d  t o  a d d  a n o t h e r .  A  g o o d  
s i z e  r i g h t  n o w  w o u l d  b e  a l x > U t  2 5 0 - 3 0 0  M B .  
C a r d s  a r e  s p e c i f i c  a d d - o n  c o m p o n e n t s  o f  
y o u r  c o m p u t e r .  T h e y  a r e  u s e d  t o  g i v e  y o u  
b e t t e r  c o l o u r  ( u p  t o  1 6  m i l l i o n ) ,  b e t t e r  s o u n d  
( u p  t o  d i g i t a l  s t e r e o ) ,  t h e  a b i l i t y  t o  c o n n e c t  
t o  o t h e r  c o m p u t e r s  t h r o u g h  a  m o d e m ,  o r  
j u s t  a  p l a c e  t o  p l u g  i n  y o u r  j o y s t i c k .  
V i d e o  c a r d s  ( f o r  b e t t e r  c o l o u r )  a r e  i d e n t i -
f i e d  t h r o u g h  l e t t e r s .  C G A  i s  4  c o l o u r s ,  n o w  
m o s t l y  o b s o l e t e .  E G A  i s  1 6  c o l o u r s ,  u s e d  
m a i n l y  o n  2 8 6  m a c h i n e s .  V G A  i s  2 5 6  
c o l o u r s ,  a  m i n i m u m  f o r  W i n d o w s .  S V G A  o r  
S u p e r  V G A  i s  u p  t o  1 6  m i l l i o n  a n d  m a k e s  
e v e r y t h i n g  l o o k  v e r y  c l e a r .  I t  i s  n o w  t h e  
s t a n d a r d  i n  c o m p u t e r s .  
S o u n d  c a r d s  ( f o r  b e t t e r  s o u n d )  s i m p l y  
h a v e  m a n u f a c t u r e r ' s  n a m e s ,  s o  y o u  w i l l  h a v e  
t o  c h e c k  t h e  l x > x .  M o s t  o f f e r  s t e r e o  s o u n d ,  
s o m e  o f f e r  s a m p l i n g  ( t h e  a b i l i t y  t o  r e c o r d  
s o u n d ) ,  a n d  s o m e  c o m e  w i t h  s o f t w a r e  t o  
m i x  a n d  e d i t  y o u r  o w n  m u s i c .  
M o d e m s  a r e  a v a i l a b l e  i n  m a n y  t y p e s .  
T h e y  a r e  a l s o  c o m p l i c a t e d  t o  e x p l a i n  b u t  
e a s y  t o  u s e .  I f  y o u  w i s h  t o  u s e  a  m o d e m  t o  
c a l l  t h e  s c h o o l ,  t a l k  t o  a  f r i e n d ,  o r  t o  c h e c k  
o u t  n e w s ,  a  2 4 0 0 b a u d  w i l l  d o .  I f  y o u  w i s h  
t o  s e n d  a n d  r e c e i v e  f a x e s ,  y o u  w i l l  n e e d  a  
1 4 4 0 0 b a u d  m o d e m .  T h e r e  a r e  f a s t e r  
m o d e m s  a v a i l a b l e ,  b u t  t h e y  a r e  n o t  r e a l l y  
t e s t e d  y e t .  
H o p e f u l l y  y o u  a r e  n o  l o n g e r  l o s t  i n  t h e  
w o r l d  o f  c o m p u t e r s .  H o w e v e r ,  i f  y o u  h a v e  
a n y  m o r e  q u e s t i o n s  y o u  c a n  g e t  i n  t o u c h  
w i t h  t h e  P h y s i c s  &  C o m p u t i n g  C l u b .  I  o r  
s o m e o n e  i n  t h e  c l u b  w o u l d  h e  h a p p y  t o  g o  
t h r o u g h  e x a c t l y  w h a t  y o u  n e e d  t o  g e t  s t a r t e d  
a n d  w h a t  y o u  s h o u l d  e x p e c t  t o  p a y  f o r  i t .  
T h e r e  i s  n o t h i n g  w o r s e  t h a n  c o m i n g  
h o m e  w i t h  a n  o v e r p r i c e d  c o m p u t e r  a n d  
f i n d i n g  o u t  i t  d o e s  n o t  h a v e  e v e r y t h i n g  y o u  
n e e d .  
T h e  C o r d  •  F e a t u r e  •  O c t o b e r  1 9 ,  1 9 9 4  •  1 5  
Mastering the Internet
DAVID POPOVICH
Cord Features
When yon really think about it, you
see that the world is a pretty small
place. Well, at least it is when you're
gazing into the screen of a comput-
er on campus. For the majority of
students the Wilfrid Laurier comput-
er facilities are used for typing
essays more than anything else.
Well, surprisingly the computer
is far more than it seems and with a
few magical strokes of the keys this
little wonder can take you farther
than you can imagine. With four
mainframes on campus the school's
computer system gives everyone the
opportunity to reach out into the
world.
Any student registered in one or
more classes can begin this trek by
first going clown to the Computing
Services Office located on the first
floor of the Central Teaching
building (Room 1-303). This office
contains all that anyone needs to
know aliout setting up a computer
account on the system and if you
have any questions in particular the
staff are always accommodating.
bach year the university pays
$18,(XX) in order to link to an inter-
national network system. Unlike
other universities who charge stu-
dents for an account the university
incorporates it into tuition fees.
There are several computer
rooms located throughout the cam-
pus. The school oilers two separate
systems; banyan, which is a system
whose applications are limited to
the confines of the university and
mach 1, which allows Internet
access.
The Internet system is a global
co-operative network of university,
college, corporate, government, and
private computers. This gives stu-
dents the ability to access informa-
tion from extensive sources across
the world in only a few seconds.
Liurier's computers can link up with
other computers just as easily as you
can call your friend down the street.
The network itself contains various
applications which can i">e used aca-
demically or for entertainment.
E-Mail is a service which offers
the student the opportunity to send
or receive electronic messages
through FINE, an application of the
mainframe machl system. This can
be fun, as well as informative; giv-
ing people the ability to contact
anyone on campus who has an
account.
Within FINE is an address lxx>k
which lists all professors and stu-
dents set up on the system.
Following a few simple steps stu-
dents can leave professors ini|X)rtant
messages, exchange information,
arrange meetings or get a hold of
that (X-'sky group memlx;r who you
can never find. The system can put
you in touch with anyone who has
an account.
You can also send and receive
information from anywhere around
the world. This saves millions of
dollars in stamps to anyone who is
in touch with friends at other uni-
versities or colleges. The li-mail sys-
tem can send messages anywhere
there is a computer linked to the
Internet. So even the University of
Sidney, clown under, isn't that far
away.
The best thing is this information
is delivered within seconds between
Internet sites. One option allows
you to speak directly to someone
through the terminal without you
paying those huge long distance
bills.
The network system is primarily
an extensive international library of
information for anyone who wishes
to take advantage of its vast
resources. There are various appli-
cations available for news, personal
articles, international topics and gen-
eral information.
A service known as "USENET" is
a series of computers across the
world channelled through Internet.
These computers create an
exchange of USENET news articles.
Organized into topical categories
called "newsgroups" these articles
cover an extensive range of topics.
The subjects span from music, sci-
ence, art, literature and world events
to personal impressions of life in
general. There's even a section for
troubled relationships and lost loves
(Sorry, Dynamic Duo!). Anyone
logged on cannot only access these
articles, but also add their own input
to the mass of information.
The Campus Wide Information
System takes advantage of what are
called "gophers". These gophers are
a form of software which organizes
and presents information. Through
wluinfo anyone can gain access to
the gophers of hundreds of other
sites and attain incredible amounts
of information.
This is only a fraction of what is
available through Laurier's computer
systems. The best way to discover
what is available is to get an
account and step into the unbeliev-
able world of high technology. Not
only can one learn through the
computer, but through the endless
realm of the Internet one can also
teach.
Internet Love Affairs
The UltimateLong
Distance Relationships
VIRGINIA PARKER
Cord Features
The accessibility and span of the
Internet has created an interesting
social side effect: people who are
meeting and falling in love by
cruising the Information
Sii|X.'rhighway.
For someone who lias never
had a brush with the social aspect
of the Internet, the whole concept
of Internet love (or net.love) might
seem pretty farfetched. Is it possi-
ble for someone to fall in love with
and have an on going relationship
with someone they may have
never met in real life?
It does happen. And it happens
a lot.
Meeting peo-
ple over the net
is usually
accomplished
through connect-
ing to an orga-
nized "site"
cl e s i g n e d
expressly for the
purpose of bring-
ing people
together over
the Internet.
Most people who connect to
the site do so under a "handle" or
pseudonym.
F.ach site has its own sort of
"mood" and name. Footllills, the
site that I connect to, follows the
model of a chat line, with a
relaxed atmosphere that
encourages conversation.
Basically, what you end
up with is a couple
of hundred people >
from any feasible
place in the world
that has a phone
line, connected into
one area talking to
each other.
Inevitably, people
begin making^
friends, and out ol
these friendships
grow the net.love relationships.
Just the same as in real life.
Most people do not expect to
find love on the
Internet, which was
the case for "jabby"
from Wisconsin,
whose boyfriend
'Otterley" lives in
Massachusetts.
jabby and
Otterley met on
FootHills, and are now in
love. Like many net.cou-
ples, they have made future
arrangements to Ix; together.
Essentially, one of the parties
has to move to be with the other if
the relationship is expected to sur-
vive after the novelty of the net has
worn off.
This was the case for Elroncl
(from England) and
pumpkin (from the
USA), who were
recently married after
only meeting twice
in real life. They
are now both
( living in the
States.
"Now that is
a love story,"
Elrond said.
No t
every net.love rela-
tionship ends with
a happy ending
though. Anyone entering into a
relationship on the net usually has
at least one strike against them :
distance.
"What makes love over the
Internet difficult is that a lot of
these relationships start off as LDRs
[Long Distance Relationships],
rather than starting off locally and
transforming to an LDR because of
work or school," explained kermit,
a FootHills SuperUser.
My own Internet relationship
ended due to the distance in
between myself and my Ix>yfriend,
who lives in Florida. Although we
did manage to meet twice, the geo-
graphical distance just made it t<x)
difficult to continue.
So, what is the attraction of the
Internet as a social tool? Most peo-
ple, like myself, do not connect for
the sole reason of finding 'that
special someone', but rather out
of curiosity, loneliness or bore-
dom.
The main drawback of the
Internet is, obviously, you cannot
see the facial expressions or lxxiy
language of the person you are
talking to. You can only judge
them as a person by what they
choose to tell you.
The flip side of this is that on
the net, it is virtually impossible to
Ix? superficial. There are no racial
or sexual boundaries between
friendships (unless you choose to
reveal it), and everyone kx)ks the
same!
People tend to fall in love on
the net for reasons of personality
and common interests instead of
just for physical attractiveness.
L(X)ks still count, but on the net,
your appearance is secondary to
your personality.
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7 Theatrical Supplies
fliti t
Make it a Hallowe'en party
you won't forget!
We have all the things you
need for your costume or
disguise: wigs, make-up,
mustaches and accessories
like scars, warts and
hanging eyes.
t 7 r— Extended
If I Hallowe'en Hours!
Hue,p er I If Sat, Oct. 22 10-6Hotel I I SUPPLIES I■
Princess SI.
' SUO, OCt. 23 12-5
I I ' Sat, Oct. 29 10-6
_ 0 Sun, Oct. 30 ClosedMarts
Theatrical Supplies
46 PRINCESS ST. E.
WATERLOO 746-1484
Susan (SSa) welcomes all WLU
students to her new salon
■ HAIR DESIGN aWttos fAfi
•\T 725-3794
$ 10Student Wash £ Cut
194 Bridgeport Rd. E., Wat.
(corner of Bridgeport & Margaret - parking off Margaret)
The Latest in
Death and
Destruction
A Guide To Three Games
on the CuttingEdge of
Computer Technology
SCOTT MCKAY
Cord Features
Did you watch Star Wars and think that
Darlh Vader would probably not be a bad
guy to work with. Did you ever watch Star
Wars and think that those damn Rebels
should get the shit kicked out of them in a
big way?
Look no further! Lucasgames has
recently released TIF. FIGHTF.R to accom-
modate the right-winger in all of us. Unlike
the earlier release of X-Wing by the same
company, Tie Fighter allows the user to
kick ass in the three dimensional world of'
space. The commands while Hying the
ships are extensive.
If some damn Relxjl is on your bull, a
lew key strokes will put your wing men on
there's. Targeting has been made simple.
Get the enemy in your sites and hit joystick
button two. Then ZAP! Lasers, ion cannons
and a multitude of launched torpedoes
cool those bastards heels and welcome
ihem to the oxygen deficient world of
space.
That big Millennium Falcon with that
left-winger Star trotter Hans Solo shows up
from time to time and is more than happy
to receive your plenitude of ordnance. A
warning though. The bigger the ship, the
more greasing they need before ex|x>sing
themselves to the outer world. This can be
a small problem when attacking these big
freighters and gun ships which support the
Relx'l contingent.
The graphics of the game are extraor-
dinary. Multiple views are available, which
help out especially in the basic tie fighter
with no shields. The other ships that you
can fly to glory include the tie bomber,
advanced tie fighter, gun ship and an inter-
ceptor which really crushes those outcasts
of perverted thought. Rush Limbaugh
would love this game and so do I. Don't
get me wrong though. If he was flying an
X-wing fighter I would expose his fat ass to
the chilly freev.es of blackness.
Another new game out that is worth
checking out is DEITA-V. The scenario is
that you are some imprisoned soul ol a
huge information conglomerate. This big
company cybernetically enhances you so
you can fly a node through the information
highway and steal information from rival
companies.
Naturally, the other companies are not
lex) thrilled aboul this so they try to crush
your capacitors en route. The game com-
mands are very simple. Only about five
keys need to be remembered to operate
successfully while in the net. G<xxl thing
though. If you take your eyes off the
screen for even one second there is a very
gcxxl chance you will be phased out.
The graphics are phenomenal.
Absolutely the Ixist for this type of game.
Sound also enhances the game with explo-
sions, fast ship noises and laser blasts. The
only problem with this game is it is a little
hard to advance through the stages. With
each progression the net becomes more
crowded with maze like structures.
Upon impact with these you bounce
off, taking with it some of the shield struc-
tural integrity. The game is not for those
that like to relax. Alter Hying two complet-
ed missions my stress-o-meter was busted.
The last game I will review is a new
release of an old game: DOOM 2. The lat-
est version is veiy similar to the old version
as far as basic concepts are concerned.
1 lowever, the weapons. The graphics while
using the weapons are also better. Your
hand actually comes up to put more bullets
in the shotgun, for example.
The sounds are also enhanced. Don't
worry! The sound of exploding flesh and
melting monsters is still there. Only letter.
The liest pait of the new game is the new
buildings which you fight your way
through. There is something very different
about them. More secret doors, more dark
areas, more places for monsters to hide
and more tricky ways to get what you
need to survive.
All in all the game is excellent. Past
Doom lovers will love this one. If you are
really frustrated and just can't make it, heie
is a little secret. While playing, type in
these letters "IDKFA". This will give you all
the weapons and keys needed to ensure
yourself of successful killing. There are
other secret codes like this, but find them
for yourself, or on the Internet.
All these games can be tried, before
you decide to purchase, at Softwarehouse
over on King Street, behind 7-11, upstairs.
Keep an eye out in the veiy near future for
Armored Assault. This game is by the mak-
ers of Commanche and looks very hot!
Happy Killing!
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Being a student
is a dirty job.
Students and faculty
Get 20X Off
your dry cleaning at
REESE CLEANERS
25 University Ave. E. 885 5180
ZICKE ZACKE
ZICKE ZACKE
HOI!
HOI!
HOI!
With 7 kinds of Naturally
Brewed House Beer and a
variety of European jj // \
Cuisine, we have I/ • // \ \\ •
something for everyone. I II '*':r>R I).
• Brew Pub \o\ ))N#
• Satellite TVs &U
for all your sports
awd NFL coverage (iM&ery
• Billiard Rooms
*
So, come as you are and see it for yourself!
59 King Sf.N.
Uptown Waterloo
phone # 886-335Q
SPORTS
Beatinguptheneighbours
Laurier's GoldenHawks dust the cross-town Waterloo
Warriors and take oversecondspot in the national rankings
ADRIAN OSBORNE
Cord Sports
The faurier Golden Hawks heal up
on the WalerUx) Warriors at home,
on the road, in Seagram Stadium, in
the Ray Owens' Memorial Game.
The final score was 3V16.
As seems to be pretty much
standard now, the I lawks dominat-
ed every aspect of the game. Yet
despite this domination certain
areas of their game still need a great
deal of improvement, particularly if
they are going to go anywhere in
the playoffs. The defence is awe-
some against the run, hut the sec-
ondary is susceptible to the long
pass. The offence at times makes
spectacular catch and run plays but
seem to have trouble with the sim-
pler passes.
The assistant head coach of the
Warriors was asked "How do you
stop Ptaszek?" to which he replied
"Simple - Just stop Kubas!". Well,
Waterloo did neither. liven with all
of the incompletions, a bad day for
Bill Kubas standards is still a decent
day. And for Stefan Ptaszek, he
only caught 3 touchdown passes to
improve his record some more.
Ptaszek's first touchdown came
midway through the first quarter.
On l.aurier's prior possession
O'Leary hit what was officially
marked a 72 yard punt. Waterkx)
followed that with only a twenty
yarderon their possession. This put
the ball on the Warrior 22 yard line
and on the first play Kubas and
Ptaszek hooked up for the touch-
d(>wn.
The next score came at the
beginning of the second quarter on
a march down the field by the
Golden Hawks. The series includ-
ed a third down run by Peter
Hwang to keep the drive alive.
Ptaszek ended it with another catch,
this time from ten yards out.
On the following series,
Waterloo made their first decent
drive. But they could not put the
ball in the end zone and had to set-
tle for a field goal.
Waterloo's only touchdown of
the game came after an errant
Kubas pass was picked off. Their
big drive included a third down
conversion on a short yardage situa-
tion a few yards from the Laurier
end zone.
With everyone expecting a ain,
like they did when the went for i;
on third down before, they threw a
short pass for the touchdown. The
pass was one of Steve Bennett's
usual clucks, but it got to the receiv-
er, and that's what counts.
Waterloo scored a field goal
with only forty seconds left in the
half. This made the halftime score
14-13 in Laurier's favour. The atti-
tude at the half from the fan's point
of view was a lot more optimistic
than a couple of weeks ago when
the opposing team was Western.
Against Western it was a question of
"I wonder if they can keep the
lead?". With Waterloo it was more
of a "When are they going to
takeover the game?". The other
question being asked was "Why do
Laurier students have to pay $5 at
our own stadium?". For that I have
no idea.
Laurier's special teams highlight-
ed a third quarter in which the
offence sputtered. They partially
blocked a kick and then at the end
of the quarter they recovered a high
snapped punt in the end zone.
After the special teams touch-
down, O'Leary kicked off the fourth
quarter with a kick through the end
zone. His distance was phenome-
nal all game long.
Laurier's best drive of the game
came midway through the quarter.
Zach Treanor made two key catches
and Brain McClure made a spectac-
ular one before Ptaszek put the
game out ofreach with his third TD
catch of the game.
The convert was no good but
with a twelve point lead the regu-
lars took a seat to watch as they
were done for the day. And what a
sight they saw. Andy Bacon decid-
ed to show what he could
do...again. With a minute left in the
game he made a 53 yard nin to fur-
ther demoralize the Warrior team
and fans. It felt great.
At the conclusion of the game a
panel of sports dignitaries voted on
the players of the game. The two
players received awards in memory
of Ray Owens, who was affiliated
with both universities. The winners
were Ptaszek (no brainer) and Arek
Bigos, Waterloo's place kicker.
Bigos nailed three field goals,
including two of over forty yards.
That is a CIAIJ rarity.
Next week Windsor comes to
town to end the regular season. The
first round of playoff games will be
played at SkyDome the following
week.
PICTURE
SCOTT
MCKAY
Hello Hoop Hawks
JENN FRANSSER
Cord Sports
Once again, the Women's Varsity basketball
Team roster is an exclusively Freshman/
Sophomore list, showing little univei-sity-level
experience with just thiee returning players
This, however, is where the similarities to last
season end. As a result of a highly prixiuctive
recruiting effort last spring, this roster also reads
like Coach Sue Lindley's Christmas List. Young,
yes. but many memlters ot this team have tasted
success in their high school careers, and know-
ing how to win is one of the elusive qualities the
Women cagers have been seeking for several
season.**. "We've seen good court chemistry
early on , says Coach Lindley Fhi.s team has
nothing to fear", from high expectations anyway,
and could "really surprise people" in the OWIAA
scramble this year.
Returning to the squad is 1995-94 MVP and
top scorer. Amy Wahl. in true team spirit, Wahl
has taken her yearly busted nose in the pre-sea-
son: "I he first time I broke it there w as a big
panic...but by the sixth time my mom didn't
even come to the hospital - and no anesthetic!"
Fnough said. L<X)k for this woman to do great
things in the coming season. Also returning are
Rookie of the Year point guard, Kate
McClenaghan, a London native, and veteran for-
ward, Dawn Trussell of Sunderland, it will lx>
on the shoulders of these three to provide lead-
ership and direction to a large crop of r<x>kies
entering ilk: world (it university hoops.
l wo ot kitchener-Waterloo* finest athletes
will Ik> making their varsity debuts in purple and
gold: Sarah Collins, a 511" forward out ol St.
David's 11ii>h and Amanda McCusket Peers of
Gait, Cambridge show great potential to eon-
tribute to the comeback effort. Cousin, Tanya
Collins, also joins the Hawk eaters from tradi-
tional high sch<x>i powerhouse St foe's si
Thomas.
W.C.I, grad, Meghan Tracy sat out last year
with .1 sprained ankle, hut shows promise as a
red shirt, .is does s'9' guard, Kathy Rabideau of
New Hamburg.
A familiar name to the Campus Old Guard
will be Martin, in this ease Jennifer, sister of P.J.
Martin of the illustrious 1991 Vanier Cup team
and second season member of the < Tl Hamilton
Ti-Cats. Martin, a S'H" guard, comes out of the
solid Metro Junior Raiders club program in
Missisauga.
Amanda Stocks is a barrie Innisdale pr<xluct,
a vin" shtKiting guard particularly dangerous off
the dribble in the 15'-18' range-
Kelly Gentleman joins the Hawks from a tal-
ented White Oaks club team. Look for this 6'
mobile post player to come on through the sea-
son, developing into a force to reckon with later
in her career.
From Sarnia Northern, donor of last year's
Rookie of the Year - OUAA, Pete Kratz, comes
Bienda Y'rklj.in. 5 11" versatile 5 guard heavily
recruited by Western and Queen's tsuckers).
Vrkljan prasetoen the court sense and savvy to
get the ball id the hoop from the 3-spot
Another creative in the back court is 5'
Lisa Moore who can handle the defensive* pres-
sure and exhibits quickness and tenacity on
offense,
> Audrey Kaersenhout. says Coach Lindley, is
a wellome "surprise" Kaersenhout, out of
Burlington, stands s'9'\ plays 6' and is touted as
one of the quickest players around. Watch for
this dynamic Hawk hoopster to stir things up on
court.
With the sheer athleticism and physicalitv o(
this team lindley is lixiking to v.urk for more
creative scoring opportunities in a flexible
offense. A difficult task with such youth. "We'll
make mistakes, but they'll l>e the result of going
too hard or too fast" and we'll definitely be
exciting to watch. With their first exjxisure this
past weekend at Western's Homecoming,
October 14-10, Lindley predicts "We're going to
find out where we're at pretty quick."
The Women Golden Hawks opened their
exhibition season on Wednesday, Oetolier 19 at
8:(Klpm against a physical MacMaster Marauders
team at the Athletic Complex, certain to have
Urn an entertaining match-up: watch for results
in the next issue.
On October 29 the team travels to Ryerson
and will take the home court again to host
Ottawa University on Saturday, November 12.
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OUTSIDE
THE LINES
SCOTT STINSON
Cord Sports
So here it is, the middle of October, and
you're starting to suffer from withdrawl.
Baseball's been gone awhile now, the NHL
situation looks pretty bleak, and even the
NBA looks like it might be shutting its doors.
What is a sports fan to do? Watch the goat
races on TSN? Listen to high school water
polo on The Fan?
Watch a movie. Nothing will help fill the
void bettci" than a good sports flick. So take
this handy guide, go down to Val's (hey, two
bucks), and get yourself a couple of movies.
Don't worry, TSN will rerun the goat races
later. Tmst me. So here it is, the ultimate
guide to s|X)rt.s movies:
Bull Durham (Kevin Costner, Tim Robbins)-
One of the best. The stoiy of a minor league
baseball team, specifically the relationship
between an aging catcher and a hotshot
young pitcher. What I really like about this
one is that it avoids the typical climactic final
game that ruins so many good movies. A
film does not have to be about winning the
big one to be enjoyable.
Major League (Tom Berenger, Charlie Sheen) -
Pretty damn gcxxJ. The Cleveland Indians are
taken over by an owner who wants them to
lose, so she loads the team with misfits. It
sounds kind of silly, but it's still funny as hell.
Major League 2 (Tom Berenger, Charlie
Sheen) - Wesley Snipes, who starred in the
lirst one, did not take part in the sequel.
Smart move. Bursting with racial stereotypes,
this film is just too
damn stupid to be
funny. When you
think about it, it was a
miracle they actually
pulled off the first film.
They should of quit
while they were
ahead.
Hoosiers ( Gene
Hackman, Dennis Hopper) - High school bas-
ketball in Indiana. A damn fine movie. It is
rare that a spoils movie has the added bonus
of a gcx)d story and strong acting. This one
dcx;s, it's a keeper.
Hot Dog The Movie - Alpine Porky's.
Up the Creek - Aquatic Porky's.
The Natural (Robert Redforcl) - Another great
one. An old guy, once the greatest ballplayer
ever, comes back from medical retirement to
light up the majors all over again. It's a fairy
tale, but a very enjoyable one.
Youngblood (Rob Lowe) - GcxxJ thing about
Youngbkxxl: lotsa hcxkey. Bad thing about
YoungbkxxJ: Rob Lowe.
The Longest Yard (Burt Reynolds) - Cool.
Football in prison. Doesn't get much tougher
than that.
Caddyshack (Chevy
Chase, Bill Murray)
- Hilarious hijinks
at a private golf
course. Murray's
greenskeeper is
coined ic gold.
Love that Kenny
Loggins sound-
track, tCX).
The Program (James Caan) - I think I'm the
only person who didn't like this one. No, I
wasn't deeply troubled when the players lied
down in the middle of the highway. I just
didn't like it.
Rocky (Sylvester Stallone, Burgess Meredith) -
A small time lx)xer gets a shot at the champ,
and he ends up going the distance despite
having his face pummeled to resemble
ground beef. Although exaggerated, the fight
scenes are great, as is the movie in general.
Rocky 2 (Stallone, Meredith) - Rocky gets
another shot at the champ, who's out to
prove that the first fight was a fluke. The
final fight is my favourite of all the Rocky
flicks.
Rocky 3 (Stallone, Mr.T) - Rocky starts living
the gcx)d life and goes soft. Mr.T beats him
senseless. Rocky's trainer dies. Rocky comes
back with a vengeance. Lots o' fights in this
one. Worth watching if only to hear "Eye of
the Tiger" again.
Rocky 4 (Stallone, Dolph Lundgren) - Deja vu.
Rocky overcomes the death of a close friend
to beat a seemingly unstoppable. Rocky's
victory speech to the Soviet fans is a classic.
Pure Sly.
Rocky 5 (Stallone) - Let's pretend this didn't
happen.
SlapShot (Paul Newman) - The definitive
sports film. The story of a bad minor league
team that turns to goon tactics to win games
and attract the fans. The first game of the
Hanson brothers, triplets brought in solely to
goon it up, may be one of the funniest things
ever recorded on film. This movie ailes.
My apologies if I've left anything out. I
haven't seen everything. Of course, with the
current labour problems, I'm sure I will.
NHL Preview - Part 3
MIKE STE. MARIE
Cord Sports
In a perfect world, this article
would actually mean something
and not just be wishful thinking.
But we live in a world with a
national pastime ruled by Gary
"The Shitheacl" Bettman and it has
forced us to watch the spectacular
Roller Hockey League at night.
Nevertheless, in case pigs do fly,
here is another installment in this
year's series of previews, the
Atlantic Division.
New Jersey: They were one win
away from a marketers' nightmare
last year in the Stanley Cup playoffs
and have changed little from then.
The Devils are well coached and
have secured Superman Scott
Stevens for a long time. They are
solid in the pipes with both Chris
Terreri and Rookie of the Year
Martin Brodeur sharing the duties,
and John Maclean and Stephane
Richer are always good for 30 to 40
goals a year. Add into the mix a
couple of competent centers who
can play and they just might be
able to make the final step.
Prediction: first
New York Rangers: The defending
champs could be in trouble this
year. That's pretty much in the
cards when you lose your coach to
free agency. Then they had con-
tract troubles with Mark Messier
and Brian Leetch and lost Sergei
Zubov, Adam Graves and Kevin
Lowe to injuries. What does all this
add up to? Ranger fans are thank-
ing the lord for the lockout. They
might just be the only team in the
league that was hoping for the
delay to the season. This will give
more time for new coach Colin
Campbell to get adjusted, to sign
and heal their best players and to
pump up to fight off all the Grecian
Formula salesmen that will soon Ix?
banging down the door. They
could do it again, but if they don't,
they aren't getting another chance.
Prediction: second
New York Islanders: Its the end of a
generation on Long Island as Al
Arbour has finally departed and
Lome Henning has taken over.
What he has taken over is a young
and very talented club. He has
solid scoring up front with Pierre
Turgeon, Benoit Houge and
Stumpy Thomas. The defense
might actually be better than the
forwards with future all-star
Vladimir Malakhov and Darius "I'm
a drinking fool" Kaspariritis and
rookie sensation Jamie McLennon
in the nets. They might still be a
couple of years away from serious
contention but they are definitely
getting better.
Prediction: third
Philadelphia: This underachieving
bunch has got to start playing seri-
ously or they are in danger of miss-
ing the playoffs again. The big guy
has been named captain in only his
third year and he is amply support-
ed up front by Mark Recchi, Rob
Brindamour and Mikael Renberg.
Bobby Clarke is back as President
and GM and decided that the first
thing that he would do would
be to bring back old friend
Ron Hextall to anchor the
team. 1 think his gut alone
could do that. Note to Bobby:
The seventies are over. So are
the glory days of the eighties.
Wake up soon, the league is
passing you by.
Prediction: fourth
Washington: The Capitals are
amazing. Every single year
they manage to make all of
these off season moves that
don't make them any better.
They signed Joey Juneau to a
multi-million dollar contract,
rememlxM" he is at best an 80
point scorer, and alienated
their best defenceman and
captain, Kevin Hatcher. They
still are juggling three crappy
goalies and are relying on a
mattress salesman, Jim
Schoenfeld to lead them. To
top it off, they traded their best
player in Mike Ridley to the
Leafs for Rob Pearson. Yet
another stroke of genius Cliff.
Prediction: fifth
Florida: I only have one thing to say
to the Panthers this year. Wake up,
the dream season is over. They
played way over their heads last
year, almost making the playoffs,
but it ain't happening again. They
sent their top pick, Ed "Bet you
can't say my last name ten times
fast" Jovanovski justifiably back to
junior and they haven't really
changed any other personnel. At
least they're still young and that
John Vanbiesbrouck is still wearing
the big cat on his chest. It just
might have to be bullet proof to
stop all the rubber this year. At
least they will be better than their
cross-state rivals, but that's only
because they're younger and don't
know any better.
Prediction: sixth
Tampa Bay: The Lightning have
been steadily improving since being
born two years back.
Unfortunately, it's just not fast
enough. They haven't really grown
better, just older. Denis Savard is
prehistoric and Brian Bradley is one
of the most overrated players in the
league. Their saving grace is
Darren Puppa who will once again
have to stand on his head and
throw whatever he can get in front
of the net in order to stop the
pucks, but he has proven himself
quite good in the past and this year
should be no different.
Unfortunately, even the screaming
and spittle of coach Terry Crisp
won't keep them from bringing up
the peaches. Prediction: seventh
So there it is, but rememlxir to
take it with a grain of salt, because
my biggest prediction is that we
haven't yet seen just how big a
prick Bettman can be.
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HOURS: Monday & Tuesday 9-6 ; Wednesday to Friday 9-9 ; Saturday 9-5
• WM •
•
•Mow Sti©©Q W©o§)lM© 49*/pound *
• # Super Nintendo, Gameboy, SEGA Genesis Game Gear $15.00
• •
Winners of the H&B
Monster Plush Haiv/c:
Kurtis Miller Jeremy Rakowski
Joanne Thomson Rachelle Cheshire
Purple & Gold would like to thank everyone who participated!
A viewfrom the lines
JEREMY RAKOWSKY
Cord Sports
Since our loss to the Ponies at Homecoming
we have played two very different types of
games. Both were convincing wins, over
the Mac Marauders and the Waterloo
Warm >rs.
When we played MacMaster, we domi-
nated all aspects of the game. Our defence
made sacks and interceptions, and special
teams were perfect on converts and field
goals. Our offense threw for over 350 yards
and ran for 260. This game assured us a
playoff birth in the dome. It also gave us a
chance to showcase and learn about the
team's hidden talents. Rookie ainning back
Andy Bacon rushed for 170 yards in the sec-
ond half alone, and QB Kevin McDonald,
still waiting in the wings, showed confi-
dence, a good arm and an ability to lead
when given the chance.
This win was a big confidence builder
for us going into Saturday's game against the
country's tenth ranked team, the Waterlcx)
Warriors. The final score of the game was
35-16. Convincing as the score sounds this
was a big character win for vis.
After jumping out to a 14 point lead we
saw the momentum shift going into halftone
with only a one point lead.
Tilings were a little uneasy on the side-
lines until mid-third quarter when a had
snap on a punt gave us a huge special
teams touchdown. This let us regain the
momentum and we didn't relinquish it,
allowing only a field goal in the second half
on defence, and scoring two more touch-
downs on offence. One being a 50 yards
run for impressive Andy Bacon. The rcx)kie
will now likely be called upon to carry
much of the ground attack, clue to a bad
knee injury suffered by Peter Hwang on
Saturday. We hope it's not as serious as it
seemed and that he'll be back in a couple of
weeks.
On a happier note, there were a lot of
smiles on Saturday night, because it doesn't
get much sweeter than beating the
Plummers! The team is really starting to gel,
and gear Lip for the playoffs in two weeks.
The only thing we (I) need to work on for
Windsor is open field tackling on punts.
Hawkey starts
Il«> Men*. Hotkey Hawks played m a
four team tournament in Ottawa this
weekend as they continue to preparefor
their rcgidat season opener next
against Western.
The ! iavvks got off to a : rough start
Friday with a ,9-3 loss at the hands of the
Waterkx} Waniors. They fol-
lowed t ha.! up with a 7-2 win over the
Ottawa. Gee < >ees before losing to the
drearled Western Mustangs in the conso-
lation filial by 4 dose ;>> count.
Coach Wayne Oozing remains o\At-
mistic. considering ■« a "good tourna-
ment that had its bright spots and tts not
so bright spols". He feels the team is
reaching the point where tilings are
starting to gel and is glad to see the
squad gearing up for the big season
opener against the Purple Satan.
took for an extensive QUAA hockey
preview in the next issue of the Cord
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THE WLU MUSICIANS' NETWORK
PRESENTS
TASTER
A CAMPUS GROWN PRODUCTION
THE CONCEPT:
A COW\LKT\OhJ TO C\CT AS A VEHICLE FO(Z LAU£l££
musicians to rvienseLves AMP e»e U£A&D - NO
MArree (AyuAr n-ie SrvLe, skill level, oe
MorivAriON.
THE ENTRY FORM:
P(ZOSPECT\VE TKLEhIT CAN PiCK UP TUE'ifZ EMTtZV FO£MS
and euLes Ar rue
MusiciAN'S /jerDv/oeK club &oa£d iN coNcouese.
THE CONTEST:
AeriSrS may also eNree ro have rueie Aer (any media,
excevt sculptures) displayed onrtJe covse of
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posted AeouNP campus, and as ifmvin<s voue
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certificates and
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THE RELEASE:
taste irFoe yourselfar t<je release merv on
JANUARY 21, IN
rt-ie turret.
THE BOTTOM LINE:
bONT [A/Air IVITU OTHERS - Get Tasted.
Taster: 886-5080
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Leafs Talk
A wistfulpreview
ROB MCGOWAN AND JASON PAUL
Cord Sports
The Leafs are hack and should the season
ever actually start, it promises to he an
exciting one. There's a new look, a
younger crew and a promising future.
Let's look at why the Buds are looking
gocxl and going all the way.
ISSUE I: THE TRADE. The biggest trade
since Doug Gilmour came east has
changed the whole image of the team.
Gone are the grit, hard work and leader-
ship of Wenciel Clark and Sylvain
Lefehvre. New Leaf Garth Butcher is a
competent defenseman who can't fight at
all (how many times did Wendel pummel
him over the years?). The biggest man in
the trade, Mats Sundin, gives the Leafs the
best second line centre in the league (out-
side Detroit). Once Dougie takes him
under his wing, Sundin is going to be the
franchise player for the next decade. The
Leafs lost a great prospect in Landon
Wilson, a Cam Neely-type player, but
picked up Todd Warriner, a probable Mark
Oslxmrne clone.
WENDEL FACTOR: We think Wendel is
great but this was a superb trade. He's
old. rundown, injury prone and offensive-
ly inconsistent. This was the perfect time
to trade him. I le's at the peak of his career
in terms of production and he has the
ability to dominate a game. A couple of
years ago the Leafs couldn't have gotten
Mats Naslund for Wendel, never mind
Mats Sundin. All the Leafs picked up was
one ol the best young talents in the game.
ISSUE 2: MIKE CRAIG. Cliff Fletcher
look a chance by signing this young
winger over the summer. This guy is a
diamond in the rough, lie plays a tough
rugged game, is a good man in the cor-
ners, easily could be a 35 goal scorer. The
loss of Peter Zeze! leaves a gap on the
checking line but Cliffs pick-up of Mike
Ridley was a stroke of genius.
ISSUE 3: PEARSON FOR RIDLEY
Washington must have rocks in their
heads for wanting to trade for Pearson.
He gels hurt, takes dumb penalties, has
terrible offensive numlx'rs and is a defen-
sive liability who will take inns and give
cheap shots. Enter Mike Ridley: This guy
is a great two-way player who can fill
Zezel's skates defensively and get more
points than the whole 8.0.Z. line com-
bined. Cliff pulled off another gem.
ISSUE 4: BLUE LINE. The Buds lost
toughness and experience in Bobby Rouse
and Lelebvre. The newcomers won't be
as reliable in those tight checking nail
biters that the Leafs are now famous for.
Welcome Kenny Jonsson: He is without a
doubt the best blue line prospect the leaf's
have had in years. Jonsson has proven
himself in international play with a pair of
medals from the Olympics and World
Junior Championships. If Jonsson can
keep a high level of confidence in his
freshman season, he'll put up some decent
numliers.
ISSUE 5: FIGHTERS. Bomber is a great
presence but will his wrist be all right?
Rouse, Wendel, Sylvain, Ken Mcßae . . .
GONIL Who's left? Butcher (shit fighter)
and . . .? Where's the Animal? He's a bru-
tal hockey player but who cares. Doug
and Mats are going to need some protec-
tion or else they will get killed over an B'i
game season. Cliffs trying to work some
"minor league deal" which hopefully
brings some grit to the third and fourth
lines.
QUESTION MARKS: Will the team gel in
time to make another run at Stanley? Will
the Leafs still be defensive with their
stronger offensive attack? Great pickup in
winger Teny Yake but can he match last
year's totals? What was Detroit thinking
when they picked tip Kmsher?
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"JOIN THE FIRM"
Get Fit In Canada's Top Club!
Male or female, if you want to lose weight or tone-up, we are the only
people to see. Staffed by university physical education graduates who
have been professionally trained to guarantee you look your very best.
For the most in facilities, the best equipment in the world, and
professional one-on-one service, try us.
STUDENT *** $A feft 00
SPECIAL |Qy >
GOOD LIFE CLUB
159 KING STREET WEST, KITCHENER (519) 744-6262
140 COLUMBIA STREET WEST, WATERLOO (519) 747-1044
GOOD LIFE#&&& CLUB FOR WOMEN
1253 KING STREET EAST, KITCHENER (519) 576-7744
MARKETING CAREERS AT CP RAIL SYSTEM
Teamup
most successful and innovative and want to team up with
transportation companies in y / Ty Tl/t our marketing and sales
the world, is looking for men 1/1/ %/%/f %/ professionals — come and meet us
and women with talent, vision at the Paul Martin Centre,
and ingenuity. H between 10:00 and I 1:30 a.m.CA/ VxJ Vr Vr (/!£/* We 'H be on campus
People with fresh ideas and October 24th.
new approaches. CpR ■/
System t r| You might find It
Team players and problem rewar^ n^'
qualified individuals; women, aboriginal WjS/tf "m k On-CampUS
peoples, persons with a disability and ju placement OlfiCG.
members of visible minorities are specifically
encouraged to apply. J.giiHßßiHK''' U,
Hawks hit roadblock
JOHN FINI
Cord Sports
Laurier's lacrosse team headed into
two weekend games with a rcx>kie
coach, seven new players, and a
determination to come away with
two consecutive victories.
However, it turned out to he a
weekend of had breaks and bad
bounces as Laurier came away with
losses to both Brock and Toronto.
On Saturday, Laurier played host to
the Brock Badgers in front of a
home crowd at Seagram Stadium.
This game was a classic clash of
opposite game plans. While Lturier
applied pressure at every turn,
Brock was content to slow down
the play. As a result, Brock held the
hall for most of the game and came
away with an 8-4 victory.
On Sunday, Laurier traveled to
Toronto to play the Varsity Blues. It
was a tight defensive battle at half
time, with Toronto ahead 3-2. But
then disaster struck. Kevin Mtchell-
Gill was involved in afrwak colli-
sion and broke his collar bone. On
the same play, Andy Playter left the
game with a back injury. So, with
two of their top scorers down, the
Hawks came apart at the seams,
dropping the game 10-3- This con-
cludes Laurier's regular season
action, as the team staits prepara-
tions for the playoffs in Novemlier.
OUAA Stats OWIAA Stats
Football
Rugby
Soccer
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Team GP W I. F A TP
Western 6 6 0 246 72 12
Lamer 6 5 1 215 86 10
Waterlcx) 6 3 3 120 101 6
Guelph 6 3 3 12<S 160 6
MeMaster 6 3 3 124 192 6
Windsor 6 2 4 110 139 4
Toronto 6 2 4 99 129 4
York 6 0 6 74 179 0
Div. 1 GP W I. T F A IP
Queen's 6 5 1 0 106 86 10
MeMaster 6 A I I 89 27 9
Weslern 6 3 2 1 163 66
Guelph 6 2 2 2 87 76 6
York 6 2 A 0 n 107 A
Cuiieion 6 0 6 0 22 152 0
Div. 2
Waterloo 6 6 0 0 161 35 12
KMC 6 5 1 0 149 22 10
Brock 6 i 2 0 125 SH 8
Laurier 6 2 i 0 93 9-1 4
Trent 6 15 0 27 161 2
Toronto 6 0 (i 0 33 188 0
East Din'sion
Team GP W L T F A ITS
Ottawa 10 7 2 1 26 11 15
Queens 11 6 3 2 28 8 14
York 9 5 13 17 10 13
Toronto 10 5 3 2 15 9 12
Trent 9 2 6 1 7 20 5
Ryerson 10 2 7 1 6 26 5
Carleton 9 2 7 0 8 23 4
West Division.
Western 10 7 2 1 26 8 15
Guelpli 10 5 0 5 14 5 15
McMaster 11 5 3 3 15 11 13
hairier 10 4 3 3 12 13 11
Brock 10 3 5 2 13 19 8
Waterl<x) 10 2 7 1 6 16 5
Windsor 11 1 7 3 7 21 5
Hear the echo of laughter
,Jfe~w?irs
presents
I:'"-' | : '"-' ■^.^''';^^' i I/ 111
jjj^
Also feotwlng this week:
Thurs. Oct. 20 Test Icicles
Fri. Oct. 21 Jnd Then Some
% O Math & Computer Bldg.
Room 2018
Mon-Fri 10am-3pm
Tel: 888 " 4636
We Serve UW & WLU
Students, Staff, & Faculty
Announcing the ...
mmmmmm mmmmmmmr mmmm wmmcm
A • £SSI dHHZ£Aptiva^eßM
• Includes PC DOS 6.3, MS WIN 3.11, Fax
Works, Quicken for Windows, AptivaWare
• 3 year warranty and lifetime IBM support
• CD-ROM Drive standard with all models
• Wake-Up - Auto turn on to receive fax
• Answering Machine on select models
• Voice Navigation through Windows
• Multimediaand Disney Software
'; : GUARANTEED LOANS U
for Full-Time UW Students
Authorized IBM, Aptiva..AptivaWare, are "trade-marks of International Business Machines and are usedunder license
Educational fay IBM Ltd.Windows is a trademark ofthe Microsoft Coiporation. Other productnames teferred
insttiu tton to in this advertisementmay be trade-mjuks orregistered trade-marksof their respective owners.
Dealer
ENTERTAINMENT
bluerodeo
ANDREW HOPPER
Cord Entertainment
When I went to the Blue Rodeo
concert at Stages last Thursday I
was am ready for the surprise I
received. Not only did they play
well, J was given a tree beer and
I got to meet the band to talk to
1 11< m personally, rhe crowd waj>
electric, always singing in unison
with the band while they
absorbed Jim and Greg's music
into their hearts and souls. Jim
Cuddy (38), lead singer and
acoustic guitar was very friendly
and answered most of my ques-
tic >iis.
Cord: How long km your cur-
rent raid trip been.?
Cuddy: It is going to iv a. year
lung \Xv would have lx*en fin-
ished by now but the record has
just been released in the States.
We are going to do a six week
lour starting in Cleveland next
week and play all over the U.S.
except for the Southeast.
Cord: Your latest album "5-
[km In July" has just gone double
platinum. What is your latest
videofnm it?
Cuddy: • The song was? "Hasn't
Hit Me Yet", It won junos for
best director and best video. We
knew Cttrtis was going to win
best director but we did not
know wo were going to win best
video. The video was mostly
Greg's idea.•'
Cord: What kind ofcrowds do
you like playingfor and why?
Cuddy: It's very nice for us to
play at bars and at universities
where you sort of deal with their
energy. When we go to the
States and play clubs, probably
the band will have to listen to
each other and play a little qui*
c-ter.
mmmmBmmmmawgmKmmmMmumummiammmmmmmmmmKUBg&Kmm
Cord: What was the most
important turning pointfor the
hand, in terms ofyour success?
Cuddy: Well the group would
nor have been around kxlay if it
had not have been for the song
"Try" which lias been so success-
ful, At first, we couldn't go far
outside of T.O. but we did tour
south-western Ontario a lot. But
when "Try" came out we were
able to send a signal across
Canadian radio stations about our
music and songs.
It was also at a lime when
people were really focusing on
Canadian bands. For example,
Colin James, Jeff Healey, Cowboy
Junkies Northern Pikes and some
other bands had really just started
to develop and form a truly great
Canadian domestic industry. W
are just really proud to be a part
of it
Cord: How many albums do you
WgaWWIIII)WimWW.WWU,«Bfe. »
'
have and when ts your next
album coming out?
Cuddy: We have five albums and
probably the roost successful sold
450,000 albums which was "Lost
Together". Our next album will
come out spring or early summer
in '95. When we finish the tour
in the U.S., we will begin to write
and record die new album.
Cord: Where do you do most of
your recordings ?
Cuddy: We actually take a twenty-
four track studio on a truck and
take it to Greg's farm in
Pickering. We need a place with
familiar surroundings to writeand
recoid. We might even Like two
rooms in his house and build a
recording studio right in the
house. Who knows at this time.
Cord: Whyhasyour music stayed
the same oivrtheyears ?
Cuddy: We were more absorbed
by the differences in our sound
compared to different bands, lg
Our fundamentals and song for- ■
mat have stayed basically the ■
same over the years. We are sim- pj
ply not tired of it. If we're still jg]
havin' fun, we can still put out y|
great albums. We have been g§
lucky that each album Blue fi
Rodeo has put out has done well. |P
Laurie Yates who opened up B
for Blue Rodeo really comple- 9
mented their music style. Ihey |
have done approximately fifteen —'
gigs with Blue Rodeo and have
Irnd a record out since last March,
They are really a solid band with
great potential to make it big here
in Canada. They have a hit
called "Rebel Angel" which
should hit top 40 radio. Matt,
Laurie's bass player went to high
school wfth Jim and some of the
other members of Blue Rodeo in
Toronto.
PICTURE:
MARION
HENSEL
Ed Wood: Not a mockery ofthe Man
LAUREN STEPHEN
Cord Entertainment
"Greetings my friends. We are all interested
in the future lx;cause that is where you and I
are going to spend the rest of our lives; and
remember my friends, future events such as
these will affect you in the future."
So begins Plan 9 From Outer Space, largely
considered to be the worst movie ever made,
written and directed by Edward D. Wood, Jr.,
largely considered to lx1 the worst director to
have ever made a movie. When Flan 9's rep-
utation for awfulness was established, it
quickly Ixxame a cult classic, and a valuable
lesson in how not to make a film.
The movie is about aliens who are trying
to conquer the earth by reanimating dead
bodies from a California graveyard. Their pur-
pose is to stop humans from developing the
"solomonite" bomb, a weapon capable of
destroying the universe.
It's not hard to see why this movie is such
a cult favourite; it's so bad that it's actually
quite funny. From hopeless, awkward, dia-
logue that employs incomprehensible
imagery and numerous cliches, to cardboard
gravestones that fall down when the actors
walk past, there's just no element of Ed
Wood's Flan 9 From Outer Space that can be
called even remotely close to "gcxxl"; it's bet-
ter not to even try, just sit back and laugh.
All of this, of course, has much to do with
why Tim Burton would want to make a
movie about Ed WcxxJ's life. Another factor is
that Ed Wood, in addition to being one of the
worst directors ever, was also one of the
strangest. He was a cross-dresser, with a
fetish for angora sweaters. In fact, his first
movie, the mostly autobiographical Glen or
Glencla?, deals with a cross-dresser who is
concerned about how to tell his girlfriend that
he is never more comfortable than when he
is wearing her clothes.
As easy or tempting as it might have been
for Tim Burton, Ed Wood the movie is not
simply a mockery of the man. Instead,
Burton reveals Ed Wood as an irrepressible
optimist, in love with the cinema (especially
the films Citizen Kane and Dracula) and deter-
mined to follow his own cinematic vision.
Johnny Depp's portrayal is excellent, one
which is comedic but at the same time
invokes the sympathy of the audience.
Just before the filming of Glen or Glendar,
Wcxxl met the aged Bela Lugosi, played by
Martin Landau, and a friendship developed
between the two. Lugosi's acting career had
been a long time in decline, and he was bitter
and addicted to morphine.
Landau's portrayal of Lugosi is the single
best element of Ed Wood. His angry, caustic
demeanour nearly hides the deep sadness he
feels due to his failed marriage, failed career,
and his long-time drug addiction. He is a
man who has given up on life, and eventually
decides that suicide is the best escape. Ed
Wood convinces him otherwise and helps
him kick his morphine habit.
Eel Wood was never able to make movies
in the style of his idol, Orson Wells.
However, Tim Burton is, and to reinforce
Wood's admiration for Wells, he duplicates
many of the techniques Wells introduced in
Citizen Kane—particularly shots from below
and above, and displaying action through
shadows and mirrors. These techniques con-
trast sharply with Eel Wood's trashy B-Movie
style, giving us a diverse illustration of the
Hollywcx)d of the past. With Ed Wood Tim
Burton combines the best and the worst of
film-making into a refreshing and entertaining
piece ofcinematic art.
WheretoHang
October i9
• Exhibition of monoprints by
Gloria Kagawa at Kitchener City
Hall, Rotunda Gallery, through
October 29
• Bender with The Earthmen and
Mighty Fishermen at The Volcano
• October Palooza at the Turret
• UW Drama Department presents
Tough at The Studio, Hagey Hall
180
• Neil Simon's I Ought To Be In
Pictures is at the Humanities
Theatre at U of W
October 20
• Test Icicles at Wilfs
• UW Film Society Chinese Films
series presents "The True
Hearted" aka "Heartstrings" at
UW's East Campus Hall 1219
• KWLT Theatre On The Edge at
KWLT studio
October 21
• Rymes With Orange
and Bif Naked at
the Volcano
• David Gray at
Ultrasound
• ...and Then Some at Wilfs
• Travel And Adventure Series-
Twin cities Kiwanis Club pre-
sents 1994-95 Travel Adventure
series: Calm Water Cruising
(Canada in Style) at Humanities
Theatre, UW
• KWLT presents Islands at KWLT
studio through the 23rd
October 22
• Blue Oyster Cult with TO Joker at
LuLu's
• Komic Razes at Wilfs
• Retro 80's Party at Turret
• Cate Friesen at Fergus' Theatre
On The Grand
• Contemporary American,
Canadian, and European enam-
elist's exhibition opens at
Canadian Clay and Glass Gallery
• KWS Youth Orchestra Series at
Centre In The Square
October 24
• Recent works in oil on canvas by
Sharon Thompson opens at
Robert Langen Gallery
October 26
• Jesus And Mary Chain with Mazzy
Star and Velvet Crush at RPM
Warehouse
• Jam Night at Turret
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Art, culture and
blowing things up
AARON HUNTER
Cord Entertainment
This is the story of two brothers in pop cul-
ture: Sylvester Stallone and Keanu Reeves.
Millions love them and millions hate them,
but what everyone has in common is a
strong preconceived notion of what to expect
from the lobotomized surfer and the loboto-
mized death-machine. They're cinematic
Happy-Meals: familiar and awful and fun to
watch. It's a formula, and until just recently I
thought that formula was universal.
Sometimes, however, our universe gets
turned upside down, and what you were so
smug and sure about before is suddenly,
well...upside down.
The Specialist, starring Stallone, is a chill-
ing tale of urban alienation. Actually, that's a
lie. It's really about this guy who blows
things up for money, and all the complica-
tions that happen in a not-so-average work-
day. Sharon Stone is the vixen that wants to
avenge her family's murder, and she seduces
our man over the Internet, the phone, and
finally in real live technicolour. Sounds just
right, doesn't it? I mean, there's the blowing
stuff up, the mysterious client, the trendy
'information superhighway' angle, smarmy
bad guys with accents, Miami cocktail bars,
and the blowing stuff up Fart Two Extend-a-
MLx. Despite all this, it's hard to get excited in
a cold, jaded, post-Terminator Two world.
Director Luis Llosa has left this movie with a
tired sort of feel, making even the typically
scary James Woods seem like a polity baby
instead of a big meany. Sharon Stone looks
old, the idea has done to death, and all
of this reflects poorly on Stallone himself.
After the relative success of Demolition Man,
he seems to
have gone
back to pick-
ing scripts
with a dart
from 500 feet.
(Remember
Stop or My
Mom Will
Shoot?) In
general, this
movie struck
me as a
mucky pas-
tiche of sensi-
blities from The MaJtese Falcon, Basic Instinct,
and The A-Team. The story could not support
Sylvester, and Sylvester, in the challenging
role of a smart person, could not support the
story. Sad sad sad.
Little Buddha, on the other end of the
spectrum, is a movie that works. It traces the
life of Buddhist monks searching for the rein-
carnation of their teacher, finding possible
child candidates in India, Indonesia,
and...Seattle, Washington. The monks try and
try and finally convince the American boy's
parents (Bridget Fonda and the goofy Chris
Isaak) to let him come back to Tibet so they
can make sure he's the one. As time goes by,
we hear the story of Prince Siddartha and the
creation of Buddhism, as told by the monks
to the children. These segments star none
other than Keanu Reeves, as the almost
unbelievable casting choice of young
Buddha himself. As soon as I realized what
was going on, I braced myself for an agoniz-
ing death, but it never came. Instead, he was
gcxxi. My initial fear was understandable, I
think, considering Reeves' previous forays
into serious artier films, most notably Dracula.
They could have just used a cardboard cut-
out for that performance, but inLittle Buddha
it was his mature handling of a complex role
that unified a sometimes wandering script
based on a real life incident. Real life isn't
Reeves' specialty, but fantasy is just what was
needed in this movie about religion, mysti-
cism, and myth. Director Bernardo
Bertolucci's atmosphere of friendly eerieness
was broken
only once or
twice by
accent prob-
lems, making
things sound a
little like
Buddha's
Excellent
Adventure.
Hey, you're
not perfect
either.
Ultimately, it
seems like the king of dunderheaded action
movies is falling off the throne. Who's going
to wear his heavy crown?
I'll bet it won't be Keanu Reeves. He's
going on to tetter things, having discovered
in himself at least a little real talent. The uni-
verse is right side up again, and instead of
having to abandon all our old ideas alxxit art
and culture and blowing things up, we just
have to let our idols out from under our
thumb once in a while.
Sylvester Stallone, you are free to get
worse and worse. Keanu Reeves, you are
free to try new things. One of you will be the
video store darling, and one of you will just
go straight to video.
Stone and Stallone hit the sheets. |
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Student Work Abroad Programme2r"vs]
Experience living and working in another country.
I2TRAVELCUTS Jiret fetudiants
University Shops Plaza 886-0400 On^Re^#2s922^J
I 1 WELCOME HAWKS!!
big 10 screen
(■■>
"
"If sports were a religion... this place would be a church"
J, If FRIDAY OCT. 2 1 ENTERTAINMENT
if 112 I The Pepper presents LINEUP
laser karaoke TUESDAYS: The Great Mel Brown
' ...j./ z;% 9pm to lam Blues Jam
THURSDAYS. Jam with PaddyFlynn
384 King St.N, WATERLOO ] 4 DIFFERENT BEERS ON & Paul McLeod (Giant R Band)
884-6064 TAP Acoustics welcome, bring your own
guitar
Daily Happy Hour
jj| FOOD SPECIALS SUNDAY
Columbia WW* . .
— 3pm to 6pm weekdays N FL Football - all
~ 1 lam to 4pm weekends a „oii fl hio
university
Y games vailable
WLU Pool Table, Dart Boards, Great Tunes! with sound
For Your Aural Stimulation...
REM
Monster
Warner Brothers
REM's albums have always been consistently
good. They have nine albums thus far and
their music is in no danger of becoming stale and dated. REM
doesn't jump on musical bandwagons. Their style is often imitat-
ed by younger bands but never reproduced. Because of their
high musical standards, people had high expectations for their
next album after the critically acclaimed "Automatic For The
People". "Monster" confidently meets those expectations and
exceeds them to the nth degree.
Gone are the mandolins and string sections that could be
heard so prominently on the "Out of Time" and "Automatic For
The People" albums. Instead, guitarist Peter Buck plugs in his
electric and cranks up the distortion. Gone also are the clear
lyrics which stood out in front of the music. "Monster" sub-
merges Michael Stipe's voice in the distortion and makes you
work to decipher his poetic language.
The album is just that: an album. There are no pop wonder-
hit singles on it. All the songs are strong and it deserves constant
rotation on your CD player. With its emotional intensity and raw
musical power, "Monster" screams TOUR! This album will defi-
nitely Ix: showcased in their 1995 tour. In conclusion, I love it! I
love it! I love it! Buy it! It's good.
The Soup Dragons
Hydrophonic
Mercury
The latest release by The Soup Dragons, enti-
tled "Hydrophonic", is a far departure from
anything that the band has prcxluced to date.
Through the incorjx>ration of a wide variety of musical styles,
ranging from reggae to seventies rcx'k, The Soup Dragons have
produced an album without a distinct sound of its own. The
sheer inconsistency of the album combined with Sean Dickson's
limited vocal range combine to make "Hydrophonic" a disap-
pointing follow up to their 1992 release "Hotwired". Despite
their departure from the familiar, The Soup Dragons have man-
aged to produce a few notable tracks. "Out of Here",
"Motherfunker" and "One Way Street" (the first release off the
album) offer remnants of the funkadelic sounds that The Soup
Dragons have become known for. However, for the most part
"Hydrophonic" is largely experimental, iconsistent and flawed,
offering strange blends of
incompatible sound
The Cranberries
No Need to Argue
Island
1 found myself blessed for
a second time and enrap-
tured by The Cranberries
passionate devotion in
their recently released
album, "No Need To
Argue"; a pleasant sequel
to their first album,
"F.veiybody Mse Is Doing
It So Why Can't We?" It is
a sublime rhapsody,
seraphic and soothing on
the exterior - passionate
and disturbing on the
interior. Dolores
O'Riordan's lyrics are flu-
ent and emotive: her
vocals, sweet and melan-
cholic throughout a large
portion of the disk.
"Zombie", the first release
ott the disk, is an obvious
exception. It is by far the
hardest track on the disk.
The tormented O'Riordan
displays a volcanic hatred
with her seething vocals
while the heavy pound-
ing ol the drums accentu-
ates this emotion.
"Zombie" is a "sweet trib-
ute" to the IRA and those
without their own minds
and/or wills. "WHAT'S IN
YOUR HEAD ZOMBIE?" A hopeless passivity floats throughout
the rest ot the disk. O'Riordan desperately pleas for some type
of acknowledgment of what's going on in the world. "I should
not have read the paper today," "Does anybody care?" "Say a
prayer for me." O'Riordan projects her feelings quite forcefully.
The whole CD is pregnant with meaning. Hie messages which
are conveyed are quite clear, they are not enigmatic in the least.
My only advice is to go out and get this CD. I'erceive the sound,
pay attention to the sound, make an effort to hear it. Do not lis-
ten emptily. To understand, you must listen, to listen, you must
understand.
HARD
CORD
BY SHAWN CALLAN
I Hard Cord is a list of entertainingthings or ideasyou can find oruse
| in the Uimier environment.
1. If Michael Jordan was a lousy accountant, and he had to hang
around accountants, I bet he'd have tow self-esteem.
Gratuitous SBE dig.
2. The Bag '0 Crime is burstin' at the seems.
Forget tiie police - Bring me the BAT-phone!
3. Pulp Fiction.
Whatever Quentin is on, I want some.
4. Phil's Grandson's Place.
Knee high stockings are frequently worn here.
5. Bender at the Volcano, October 19.
They're gcxxt, and they have those popsicle logo T-shirts.
6. Phil's Grandson's Place (Encore).
Anyone who was there Saturday night knows how g<xxl the
place can get.
7. Gerry Watson.
It's elementary, my dear Holmes, a double-kiss off the far
bank and down she goes.
8. The Jerky Brothers 2.
"You almost kill my family and offer me a coupon? Shut the
fuck up!"
9. The Orange Monkey.
A eoo! record store across from the Princess Cinema
10.Mid-term Psychosis.
I'm strappin' on the ammo and headin' for the roof!
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PRESENTS
"Other Hypnotists
r n Jhe most enjoymentperform like Mr. Rogers,
Now, Tony Leendrrtz ever )ave
actually does what with your
Andrew Dice Clay Clothes On!
only talks about."
1 oronto-
is the ,he
New Breed He is HHH&/ K Controversy is
over the Edge!!!" all about"
- o,iawj -
EXPERIENCE A WILD EVENING OF COMEDY
Currently on his North American Tour
Literally giving orgasms to thousands
ofpeople! jAPHM&M
Restricted Adult |tf|
BACK BY POPULAR DEMAND c..,.,, „oo*«,
Tuesday, October 25, 1994
9:00 p.m.
Gub Abstract 667 King Street, West, Kitchenef
(510) 571-9032
Those Easily Offended . . . STAY HOME!
r l
<3»S
Evening buffet
Fri. Sat. Sun.
All You Can Eat
$11.95
Includes Hot Buffet, Salad Bar
iVAa&t.
Pierre's
$2.99
Breakfast
Monday-Saturday
7am-ll:30am
,
cAlcove
BAR & LOUNGE
50's & 60's Dance Bar
(Fri. Sat. Sun. Nights)
Sundayßrunch
All You Can Eat
$9.95
Includes Hot Buffet, Salad Bar
!~ 10% COUPON 1
(Food only)
450 King Street North, Waterloo
J (519) 884-6666 Jj
— — m — — — — — — —Kiii
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SHAWN WINDSOR AND KEVIN CLAY 
GURUS OF GREASE 
That's right baby, you'd be hard-pressed to find any gulls 
within a five mile radius of KW's Rotisserie Chicken for 
two reasons. First, all of the sma11 ones skipped town 
when the place opened. Second, the ones that stayed are 
being rotated and basted in the Rotisserie's ovens. 
Rotisserie's menu consists mainly of their specialty, 
which is chicken of all sort~ . and numerous side dishes 
ranging from corn to stuffing to spanish rice. We chose to 
have the quarter chicken dinners (the "white meat ver-
sion") which include two hearty portions of any two side 
dishes and an ever-so-tasty slab of corn bread. This selec-
tion was $5.99 (comparable to Swiss Chalet). 
Actually, KW's Rotisserie Chicken 
located at 170 University Ave. West was 
better than we expected. Upon entry to 
this eate1y, we were immediately over-
whelmed with the decor and ambiance. It 
appears as though Rotisserie horked the 
furnishings of Reuben and Wong's when 
they bailed. We were immediately greetc>d 
For those few students who drink 
beer, Rotisserie boasts a $17.99 pitcher 
and 40-wing combo. Daily lunch specials 
range from $3.75 to $3.95. They also pro-
vide "free and fast" delivery on most 
menu items. However, you will have to 
dine in to gorge on the $1.99 ice cream 
sundae ... Ooh!! 
with a friendly "Hi, have you been here '----~~­
before?" almost as though a return customer is a real treat 
for them. 
Some of our esteemed critics (you 
know who you are ... bastards) have complained that we 
do not make a final recommendation on the restaurant~ 
we review. Well , here you go. In general we were 
pleased with the KW's Rotisserie Chicken experience. l11e 
fcm was gcx~, portions ample, and prices reasonable. 
Therefore, we hereby RECOMMEND KW's Rotisserie 
Chicken for all but the die-hard Swiss Chalet patrons. 
Despite the semi-fancy appearance of KW's Rotisserie 
Chicken it is nothing more than a glorified cafeteria: You 
grab your plate of grease and sit your ass down. This 
restaurant also has an interesting marketing strategy, 
adveitising for it~ competitors on the placemats! You can 
read all alx)ut the g<X~ deals at Gino's Pizza and Subway 
while you gobble your gull. 
Wednesday October 19 
Anthropology Club is going 
to the Zcx) 
Biology Club General 
Meeting. 5:30. 
Cycling Club has a distance 
ride. 
Laurier Christian Fellowship. 
Teaching Friendship 
Evangelism. In S101 (or PMC) 
at 5:30. 
Debating Club General 
Meeting, 5:30, 1'1017. 
Amnesty International 
General Meeting, Niobe 
Lounge, 5:30. 
Thursday October 20 
Laurier Pagan and Psychic 
Fellowship General Meeting. 
History Club is having a 
Study Skills session in the 
TuiTet at 1 pm. 
Friday October 21 
Laurier Liberals trip to 
Queens Park! 
Geography Club Elora Gorge 
hike. 
Musician's Network present~ 
an Open Mike in Wilfs, 3 - 6 
pm. 
Science Fiction/Fantasy Club 
is having a AD&D tourna-
ment this weekend. 
Saturday October 22 
Laurier International Student-; 
Association is having an 
event tc~ay. 
Sunday October 23 
Equestrian Club is having a 
trail ride. 
Cycling Club holds club rides 
every Sunday. 
Monday October 24 
English Club is holding an 
Informal Lecture Series, 
tonight they present Dr. Gary 
13oire. 
Ec<momics Club Meet the 
Prof night, Paul Martin 
Centre, 7 -11 pm. 
Tuesday October 25 
Music Therapy Students 
Association presents Speech 
Pathologist janine Vcx)rt from 
7:30-9 pm. 
Wednesday October 26 
Continued on page 27 
fPff1D Presents 
__ Mon-f.ri between 5~6:eJ.ll, 
All _Day Sat and S~_llr 
local: $0.50/page 
anywhere in Canada or U.S: $0.75/page 
,•: :· 
Bonus!!! Free cover sheet! 
French & Spanish Club is hav-
ing a movie night.
Cycling Club distance ride.
Laurier Christian Fellowship.
How can there be a God in a
world of suffering In Turret at
5:30.
Debating Club General
Meeting, 5:30, I*lol7.
Amnesty International General
Meeting, Niobe Lounge, 5:30.
DYNAMIC DUO
MELANIE SEAL
AND TANYA VENTURA
CORD ENTERTAINMENT
Dear Dynamic Duo,
The last girl 1 was seeing introduced me
to the greatest sexual experience of my life.
She "rimmed" me. She penetrated and mas-
saged (licked out) my anus with her tongue.
It gave me the hardest w(x>die ever!! and I
came in seconds. Anyway the girl that I'm
seeing now is more on the conservative side.
How clo I ask her for a rim?
Signed,
Anxious Anus
Dear Anxious Anus,
7his is not a subject that one can slide easi-
ly into conversation. Perhaps you should
ensure you have an intimate location before
you mention thisproposition. Flowers, candy,
a personal VHS copy of "Ghost "-try it all. If
she still turns you down, consider asking the
old Ixihe back. Good sex, of course is worth
the grovelling. Just make her wary of an y
"relics ofthe hum
Dynamic Duo
Dear Dynamic Duo,
I am 14 and am in university. Although I
am considered intelligent, I have failed sex
education in high school. I kx)k older than I
am, and as a result, have many, many, many
older women chasing me. I am not normally
horny but this one girl, let's call her Meredith,
just drives me maaad! We have dated and
I'm sure that she wants more from this rela-
tionship. The problem is I don't know what
to do when the lights go out. For that matter,
I don't know what to do even if we left the
lights on. I know that sex involves some
degree of performance but I'm not much of
an actor and frequently need a prompter after
the first kiss. 1 am so ashamed! 1 really want
to please her. Is there a class or lx>ok I can
get which will explain in some detail the hor-
izontal mambo?
Signed,
Eager Beaver
Dear Eager Beaver,
First ofall, Sharon, Lois, and Dram have a
wonderful paperback out called " What to do
with my willy". For visual enlightenment, we
realise that you have to seventeen to view
"Basic Instinct", or "Poison Ivy", but most self-
respecting video stores will rent it to you.
Secondly, it is illegal foryou to have sex, ergo
we refuse to counsel you further. Turn off the
lights, gatheryour nerves, stick your tongue in
her mouth and call it a night.
Dynamic Duo
Dear Duo,
Why do girls always say they're confused?
Are they really that screwed up or is it the
universal excuse for when they fuck some-
thing up. Wait, try this next time - insert the
word "dumb" every time they use the word
confused. Example - I'm feeling really con-
fused lately = I'm feeling really dumb lately.
Yeah, that works.
Signed,
Dazed But Not Confused
Dear Dazed but not Confused,
Your letter leaves us a little confused. We
feel you may lx' a little - "bitter'? - but we are
not to judge. A tip: usually when a girl says
she is feeling confused, she is not confused at
all. She is completely aware ofher intentiotis,
hut does not want to ruin your unusually
weak, male ego. So don't replace "confused"
with "stupid", but insert the words "fed up
with you". Example - I'm feeling really con-
fused lately = I'm feeling really fed up with
you lately. Yeah, that works.
Dynamic Duo
Dear Dynamic Duo,
My boyfriend asked me to give him a
"wink job" and I just don't know what it is.
Help me out please?
Signed,
Unable to Wink
Dear Unable to Wink,
The definitionfor the infamous "wink job"
isfound in the DD sexual dictionary right
next to the "pearl necklace". During a wink,
job, the female sexual partner puts on long
fake eyelashes and arouses the malepartner
by brushing them up and down the penis.
Practice makes perfect. Be sure not to use too
much glue as it may stick to his penis. And
also, he aware of where the fountain flows.
Nothing smudges the contacts more than tiny
spots ofsemen.
Dynamic Duo
Breeding Ground Part 2
SELENE MACLEOD
Cord Entertainment
Well, well. 1 always knew the area
had an excellent music scene, and
the second part of the Breeding
Ground compilation CD release
show only proved it. The evening
in question took place Thursday,
Oct. 13, at the Volcano and was
even worth skipping the second
half of my Thursday night class.
(Oops—nothing is worth skipping
class!)
The opening
band was the
Outcasts
Consisting of Chris
Malleck on har-
monica, Nelson
Orford on vocals
and guitar, Aaron
Mortley on bass
and vocals, and
Tim Mulligan on
percussion, the
Outcasts delivered
a strong perfor-
mance of BIG tie-
dye rock. Picture a
cross between Neil
Young and 70's
blues/psychedelic
groups like Led
Zeppelin and Yes,
and you've got a
pretty good idea of
their sound. They even had
extended (oh God, will they ever
end?) jam solos. All kidding aside,
the band is quite talented.
Holy plaid, Batman! The entire
front line of the Longfellows was,
amusingly enough, awash with a
plaid rainbow. Pete Thompson
(vocals/acoustic guitar), Steve
Strongman (lead guitar/backing
vocals), Pat Hishon (drums), and
Adam Buschlen (bass guitar) have
improved greatly since the first time
1 saw them. In fact, 1 was quite
amazed at the energy and musical
prowess evident in their perlor-
mance. Their tough
street blues (yes, Pete,
that is what I see in your
music!) combined with
hilarious onstage antics
(for example, Steve's
facial expressions or Pete
slipping on a puclclle of
beer and rolling around
on the floor for a few
bars) have made the
Longfellows one of the
better live acts in the
region. If you like mid-
80's-influenced rootsy rock, I
strongly urge you to go and see
their live act.
The last band of the evening
was Quiverleg. As their name
implies, these guys are just plain
weird! I don't mean that in a bad
way, really, but the frontman scares
the hell out of me. I guess that just
adds to their charm, right? Anyway,
F. Tyler Shaw (vocals/guitar), Mike
Cassells (drums), Todd Carnahan
(percussion), Brent Jenkins
(bass/vocals), Colin Lapsely (key-
boards/vocals/trumpet), Murray
Marshall (saxophone), and Bonar
Sinkus (percussion) play quirky
funky ska stuff that is really quite
unidentifiable as anything. Even
their song subjects are impossible
to explain. Not exactly my cup of
tea, but they put on a good show.
I have a class to go to, so I'm
gonna end with my usual urging—
go check out the local acts. It's
rewarding, fun, and quite often
cheaper admission (more money
for booze!). Kudos to Pat
Lackenbauer and Hole in the Wall
Enterprises, and to the Volcano, for
continuing to provide local talent
with opportunity.
I
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TheatreLaurier
Cancels Production
SHAWN CALLAN
Assistant Entertainment Editor
The fall semester schcx>l play, "Hot 1 Baltimore"
lias lx?en cancelled. The stoppage in production
was attributed to scheduling conflicts and the
director's ill health.
Unfortunately that leaves Laurier showless for
this semester but Theatre Laurier has big plans for
the February production, being written presently
by WLU English professor and Theatre Laurier
artistic director Dr. Leslie O'Dell.
Janet Wright will remain on campus to direct
the winter show and Ted Follows will Ixj the vis-
iting actor.
The combination of O'Dell, Wright, and
Follows at Theatre Laurier is sure to produce an
exciting performance that is sure to make up for
the unfortunate closing of "Hot 1 Baltimore".
Continued from page 26
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JACOBMOON
CD MEASEPARTY
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 27th, 1994 • 9:00 pm
WEAVERS ARMS(26BPHILLIPSTREET)
S5 Cover • Special Guests
Drag Queens in
the Outback
LAUREN STEPHEN
Cord Entertainment
Stephan Elliot's The Adventures of Priscilla
Queen of the Desert is a basic "fish out of
water" comedy, sort of like Crocodile
Dundee; that is if Crocodile Dundee was a
female impersonator with a penchant for
show-tunes. Priscilla Queen of the Desert
is the story of three Australian drag
queens, tired of the Sydney scene, who
decide to accept a job performing in Alice
Springs, several hundred miles away.
Unfortunately for them, their bus, chris-
tened "Priscilla", is constantly breaking
down, and the trio find themselves attract-
ing attention,
both gcxxl and
had, in vil-
lages and
watering holes
along the out-
hack.
Bernadette
(Terence
Stamp), Mitzi
(Hug o
Weaving), and
Felicia (Guy
Fierce) quickly
encounter the
prejudice
existing in
rural Australia:
their first night
outside of
Sidn e y .
"Friscilla" is
painted with
the words
"AIDS fuckers
go home." They don't let this situation dis-
hearten them for long though, and with a
spirit and humour evident throughout the
entire film, they paint over the graffiti, in
fact over the whole hus, with bright,
gaudy, lavender.
Through their exuberance, wit, and
most noticeably, their lip-synced dance
routines to ABBA, Lena Home, and Fatti
Fage, the three performers win-over
(almost) as many people as they drive
away, despite the bigotry in the outback.
Veteran actor Terence Stamp didn't quite
look comfortable dancing with the other
two, but he more than made up for this in
his dialogue, where his experience as an
actor distinguished him.
On the trip, Mitzi, sometimes called
Tick, has to come to terms with being an
ex-husband and a father; his ex-wife and
son are waiting in Alice Springs for him.
He tries to conceal elements of his fonner
life from his two travelling companions,
and later tries to conceal his new life from
his son, until he realises all of the people
he cares about accept him and the many
aspects of his life.
Prisc i 1 1 a
Queen of the
Desert is a charm-
ing and funny
movie and can
probably be
enjoyed by all but
the most rigid
homophobic. It
doesn't sanitize
gay issues, as
Philadelphia did,
but neither does it
shove them down
our throats, which
might have been
unsettling for
some audience
members. Rather,
Priscilla is a movie
which tackles
some major issues
in an entertaining,
light-hearted way.
Bernadette,
Mitzi and Felicia experience much on their
journey to and from Alice Springs, from
intolerance and hate to acceptance and
falling in love, and even fatherhood. Most
importantly they learn that, though they
may never be accepted by everyone, there
will always be those willing to embrace
and love them as they are; even in feath-
ers, G-strings, and bras.
The Adventures of Priscilla Queen of
the Desert will be playing at the Princess
Cinema October 21-26
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Fix OurMacs!
Student Publications is looking for a volunteer
Systems Administrator
to work on our Macintosh Network.
Responsiblities include configuration,
maintenance and user training for our
Macintosh pre-press publishing system, equipped
with Quark,- Illustrator, Photoshop and Word.
Macintosh Admin experience would be
■
an asset—but not essential.
pp |§§si
I For further information, pick up an
application at the Cord offices
on the third floor of the
Students' Union Building.
Applications close Nov. 28.
Interviews will commence Nov. 31.
Wilfrid Laurier University
Student Publications
Sif DeckThree, S.U.B.
Wilfrid Laurier University
75 University Avenue West
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Last issue's winner was Aly Livingston who won a CD. Don't totgel to look for da bug!
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t "lU| Membership/
"In Waterloo there are only two ways to have fun after the lights go out"
PLAYING THIS COMING WEEK... IliMit
ESSESiaHI «jjk
martin lawrence in YOU SO CRAZY | *
B:SSpm «AA* STALKER |l
7:oopm •«• LIKE WATER FOR CHOCOLATE 11
9:2opm *R* THE PIANO llfflfcf WATER
Alison Ander's MY CRAZY LIFE
9:ospm *M* PRISCILLA, Queen of the
Irvww«wpw»iM . W''ili ,r; canmes film festival<u fmncisco FIII fhhwi
7:oopm| W IEITTIE FILM FfSTNII
PRISCILLA, Queen of the Deset ACOMEDY THAT WILL CHANGE
n,n .. MV/-DITVMCC THE WAV YOU THINK, THE WAY YOU
FEELANDMOSTIMPORTANTLY"' THE
7:oopm •AA*MY CRAZY LIFE |Mi
9:ospm *AA* PRISCILLA, Queen of the Desert
7:oopm *PG* WAX, or The Discovery of '
Television Among Tlie Bees. WJj^ADVENTURES OF
9:oopm •AA'PRISCILLA, Queen of the Desert/^^
7:oopm -AA-PRISCILLA, Queen of the QUEEN OF THE DESERT
9:lopm •PG* WAX, or the discovery.... M M M°Y lO Wednesday Oct 21 to 26th.(SIX SHOWS)
Film Guides available at 6 Princess St. W
Wilf's & The Centre Spot Waterloo 885-2950
* i; ItiArr
lb, *;" *
Wit r f "'
"
,#f FREE BEFORE 9
IB?'"* IffiECHAHDISE'
K, tIAESLAIID DRIVE
■MM ,£; . . WATERLOO
mmXM£ : , JnW 8P" 886-7777
FREE SHUTTLE BUS
PPilfelii- CRUISING UNIVERSITY AVE.iMHMWBMMMBi-'. ■■ FROM 8s 50
30
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CUT IN HALF!
TD Student Plan saves you 50% on banking services.
Pay just $2.50 a month for:
'jj *2 Free chequcs per month
I 'tR n *TD Student BankCard.
»- 4#-'
* -4 »No-teeTD GREEN Visa' Card
Plus! Save with no commission on TD Visa
)
m Travellers Cheques, and low rates on
Trade Mark of The Toronto-Dominion Bank. 'TDregistered user of Mark.
ISxiT Bank. 'iJxiT
'Subject to qualifying criteria. Details at any participating TD Branch. ,
20 Erb St. & Albert St. (749-3280)«68 University Ave E & Weber (747-3288)
•576 Weber St. N & Northfield Dr. (884-4710)
H MB&gr
Ell no registration fee
Thursday Oct. 27th 1994
Sign up with the attendant
■ 1 IB]
n °° (112Boston Tournament
o
o Sat. Nov. 5,1994c
12 n®on °
° $5.00 registration fee
sign up with the attendant I
f-no
experience necessary-we train
-evenings and/or weekends
-personal presentation in appearance and
communication is important.
Telephone: 519-747-4067
One of North America's largest Financial
Services companies is rapidly expanding in
this area. If you desire a dynamic career
with excellent income potential, call 579-
9050 ext. 47 for interview
FREE TRIPS TO CARRJBEAN, FLORIDA,
QUEBEC...ANYWHERE Goliger's Travel, #1
in Customer satisfaction wants the best indi-
vidual or club to promote sun/ski trips call
Lucie at 1-800-461-7214
(Air Fart-Time Delivery Person Needed
■ heavy lifting required, have course schedule
available $7.50/hr. Contact Mike @ 886-2040
Globe and Mail subscriptions available at
40% off the regular rate. More ink), at the Wanted!!!
Centre Spot Individuals, Student Organizations and Small
Groups to Promote SPRING BREAK '95.
A Med school admission guide written by Earn suhstantial MONEY and FREE TRIPS,
two med students , full of hot tips. "Idiots CALL TH E NATION'S LEADER, INTER-CAM-
Guide to Medical School Admission". Send pus PROGRAMS 1-800-327-6013
name, address and cheque $7.95 ($9-87
expressmail) to OCProducts, PO Box 27041, PLACES TO RENT
London, Ont., NSX 3WI
Spacious 3 bedroom house, downtown
Gravity Egde Workout Machine Waterloo. 1 bedroom still available,
Paid $700, 2 months old, asking $350 080, $275/month + 1/3 utilites. 10 min walk from
Dee 744-1441 W.L.LI. Call Kevin @ 885-5667 evenings, 886-
3990 days.
HELP WANTED Available Immediately. 1 bedroom in 4
bedroom apartment. Full kitchen, 2 wash-
CAREER OPPORTUNITY rooms, and laundry facilities. Fully furnished,
$ BILLION COMPANY JUST ENTERING minute walk to WLU. Price negotiable.
CANADIAN AND U.S. MARKETS. SEEKING Cal] Brac] at 885-4701 or Carol at (905) 765-
3 KEY LEADERS TO PIONEER THIS 6?78
INCREDIBLE EXPANSION OPPORTUNITY.
LARGE INCOMES, COMMISSION, CAR AND
BONUS PROGRAM. UNSURPASSED SUP- PUBLIC SERVICE
PORT AND INCENTIVE. CALL 746-2574
What if I'm pregnant? How can I be sure?
HEAD-INJURY REHABILITAI lON WORKER: where can I obtain gocxl medical care and
Help professionals implement therapy. Must pos jtive support. Call Birthright 579-3990
have car. Alxxit 10-20 hours/week, $20/hr.
Community Neurorehab, PO Box 22069,
Westmount Postal Outlet, Waterloo, Ont.,
Large Campus Pub and Restaurant requires
_
fl / A
an energetic , systems-oriented manager and l\ jl
assisitant manager to start ASAP. You must be L/!
able to work late hours, supervise a large
number of staff, and lie trained in inventory / [ ]\/n/
and liquor controls. If you are a team player /y \ . J Ps// Sft
with high standards, please send or fax your psY / I -1 "l \ fl
resume, complete with salary expectations V \ r 1 I
and three references by Wednesday, October / /
19, 1994 to: Pamela Meady, General jl
Manager, Lakehead University Student
' / 112 I
Union, 955 Oliver Road, Thunder Bay, Ont., \ I / '
P7B SEI Fax: (807) 343-8598 \ I I J j
Part-time Positions I'J
-work with others on a fund raising project > ■ fri m , V r*-
assisting a non-profit asscxiation.
SUPER OPTICAL
FREE UV * va|jd on 2 for 1 g|asses on |y JP PROTECTION Must be applied at time of purchase only J
m & TINTING Complete details in store. EXP. Oct 29/94 Jvalue 747-5657 91 King St. N„ Waterloo J
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7:00pm in room 5-205 CTB. Presented by Joe consignment. Recent styles only. Sweaters,
Word Processing Service. Reports, resumes, Sinesac, editor of the K-W Record. jeans, etc. Willowbank Consignment Shop, 22
letters, mailing lists, form letters, etc. on recy- Bridgeport Rd E, Waterloo. Telephone: 725-
cled paper. Laser printing, dictaphone, equa- GETTING MARRIED? CONGRATULATIONS' necklace lost last Saturday at the Turret |1Qurs. n 5
lion editing, optical scanning available. The WLU and UW Cltaplins' Associations <>r on
can,PLIS - Green s™Psl™« h«rt "" " '
Audrey 884-7123 PERSONALS
Canadian Mental Health Association LJ Ry|l I B 11^"W" BjjJJ BJJJ Ann: You like licks...getting themWaterloo Regional Branch ■ I I WM0 I CWI Iv that is! Love James
Friends, a service of CM HA needs
volunteers: I am Sven, hear me roar! I have but-
- to support children in one-to- terscotch pudding and I am not
one relationships afraid to use it She-Ra!!
self esteem and social skills I am Gunther. Sven has
ities. Urgently needed in if Very g(xxl looking athletic
schools throughout Kitchener fL f~~ / graduate student, straight
Waterloo, Cambridge and y| acting and looking jock,
MY TYPIST! We do your f Reply Box 27097, 60 North
taping right! Essays! Centre Rd., London, N5X
LSAT-GMAT-GRE Training "1
_
programs-Since 1979 we have 1 If
successfully prepared thousands of students invite you to participate in l I
for these tests. LSAT and GRE programs our Marriage Preparation \ / P'
ece twine. Not THINK YOU GOT
begin during the month of November. LSAT course on Friday evening, \ / worti a tiing sentimen SOMETHING IMPORTANT
and GMAT courses lx;gin during the month October 28 and Saturday X
'
tal °nly
(
Ple;
|
Se TO SAY? PUT IT IN THE
of January. Call now! Richardson-(4l6) 410- October 29. Cost $50/couple
return to t le Core offices. CORD CLASSIFIEDS. ONLY
7737 or 1 800 567-7737 (including lunch and materials). For more ARTIf I pjQ $.15 PER WORD FOR
information, contact the Chaplain's Office at ____ y—_n LAURIER STUDENTS. $.20ATTENTION CURRENT AND ASPIRING 884-1970 ext.2240 WANTCIl PER WORD FOR
NEWS WRITERS: come to the Cord News NON-STUDENTS.
Writing Seminar, Thursday October 27 at Ladies Fall and Winter clothing wanted for
DO YOU ENJOY
TAKING
PRODUCTION R» ~i=z~'.
"
$
OF A NEWSPA-
™R MM SATURDAY, OCTOBER 29, 1994
AWAITS YOU AT .
THE CORD!!! -
COME ON UP
liilMl 11 H AVAILABLE AT THEto™ athletic department
STUDENT HAWKS 133331 HAWKS
ZL™ 1:0® ™ & 5:00 ™
~ BOP CF™t to—r WARMING PARTY ,
ON UP and SAY
.
WITH HUMBLE & FRED A
heIIo:YOU'LL IlliiWlllMllB: STARTING AT 11:00 AM!! >£3
FEEL BETTER ISEEEs9S!I LISTEN TO CFNYIO2.I WEEKDAY MORNINGS FOR YOUR INVITATION J&Smlt
aboutlife A ■ ■.V !(• CUIICOAND MAYBE ||HPHNWh ■* wWflOv
EVHNLOSE i G(BGD UDiE&cmYOUR MIND!!! wwwwai a®
-- iiiiiii^^^^^^^Mi]f-"-""""^^(|ff^
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DO a GOIJE. Ji^ki
Red Dog is smooth, tasty — slides down A'eSw
real easy. Don't be surprised, come party s
end, if there aren't any dogs left in the pack.
